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Board of Directors 
 
 
May 30, 2019 
 
 





NOTICE OF MEETING 
 
 
The Board of Directors of the University of California Hastings College of the Law Board of 
Directors will hold an Open Meeting on Thursday, May 30, 2019. A Closed Session will 
convene immediately following the Open Session (pursuant to Education Code Section 
92032(b)(5) and (6) and Government Code 11126(c)(7) and (e)(1)). 
 
 
EVENT:  Open Meeting of the University of California 
   Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors 
 
DATE:  Thursday, May 30, 2019 
 
PLACE:  UC Hastings College of the Law 
Alumni Reception Center, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
STARTING TIME: Open Meeting: 9:00 a.m.  
   Closed Session to immediately follow 
 
AGENDA:  See Attached 
 
 
This notice is available at the following University of California Hastings College of the Law 
website address:  http://www.uchastings.edu/board 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
For further information please contact John K. DiPaolo, Secretary of the Board of Directors, 
198 McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 565-4787.  You are encouraged to inform 
Mr. DiPaolo of your intent to speak during the public comment period 72 hours in advance of 
the meeting. 
 
The University of California Hastings College of the Law complies with the Americans with 













UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
OPEN SESSION AGENDA 
 
 
May 30, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. 
 
UC Hastings College of the Law 
200 McAllister Street 
Alumni Reception Center, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
1. ROLL CALL      
 
Tina Combs, Chair  
Chip Robertson, Vice Chair  
Director Simona Agnolucci 
Director Donald Bradley 
Director Tom Gede 
Director Adrienne Go 
Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
Director Christian Osmeña 
Director Mary Noel Pepys 
Director Courtney Power 
 
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD      (Oral)   
 
3. REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT     (Oral) 
 
*4. GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR 
The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to remove 
any item from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that 
the Chair remove the item from the Consent Calendar.  All remaining Consent Calendar 
items shall be approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.     
 
*4.1 Approval of Minutes: March 1, 2019     (Written) 
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  5. REPORT OF THE BOARD CHAIR 
 
 5.1 Report of the Chair of the Educational Policy Committee 
  Presented by Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
   
5.1.1 Employment Update      (Written) 
  5.1.2 Bar Success Update      (Written) 
  5.1.3 Faculty Hiring Update     (Written) 
  5.1.4 Strategic Planning Update     (Written) 
 
 5.2 Report of the Chair of the Advancement and Communications Committee 
  Presented by Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton  
    
5.2.1 Updated Gift Report      (Written)  
     
*6. FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR 
The Finance Committee Meeting was held at UC Hastings in the A. Frank Bray Conference 
Room, San Francisco, California, on Thursday, May 16, 2019.  By unanimous vote, the 
Finance Committee submits the following Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to pull any 
item from the Finance Consent Calendar to discuss or act on, may request the Chair to 
remove the item from the Finance Consent Calendar.  All remaining Finance Consent 
Calendar items shall be approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote without 
discussion.     
 
*6.1 Subcommittee on Audit and Approval of the 2019 Audit Plan (Written) 
*6.2 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
          
 *6.2.1  Furniture & Equipment – Research Centers –  
One Workplace       (Written)  
*6.2.2  Campus Security and Police Services - UCSF  
Police Department       (Written) 
*6.2.3 Hastings Magazine- DCp     (Written) 
*6.2.4 Ongoing Website Maintenance – Modern Tribe  (Written) 
*6.2.5  Digital Marketing Campaign - MF Digital Marketing (Written) 
 
 *6.3  Nonstate Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000 
 
*6.3.1  Arnold Ventures-Pharmaceutical Prices:  
Drivers & Solutions            (Written) 
*6.3.2  Arnold Ventures - Promoting Competition  
in Healthcare        (Written) 
*6.3.3  Dept. Health Human Services – Older Adult 
Legal Assistance          (Written) 
*6.3.4  CA Dept. of Public Health - Explanation of  
Flavored Tobacco           (Written) 
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*6.3.5  Washington Ctr for Equitable Growth – Competition  
Blocking            (Written) 
*6.3.6   SF Human Services Agency – Older Adult  
Legal Services      (Written) 
*6.3.7  Work Life Law Consulting – Cynthia Calvert  (Written) 
*6.3.8  LEOP 50th Anniversary Celebration – Ritz Carlton SF (Written)
 *6.3.9   Alumni Video – Corduroy Media, LLC   (Written)  
  
*6.4 Contract and Service Agreement Renewals for 2019-20  (Written) 
 *6.5 Cash Management – Transfer from GEP to STIP   (Written) 
  *6.6 Auxiliary Enterprises Proposed Budget 2019-20   (Written)    
   *6.7  Core Operations - Budget Preauthorization for 2019-20  (Written) 
  *6.8  Miscellaneous Fees for 2019-20                
    
   *6.8.1  Increase for Student Health Center      (Written) 
   *6.8.2   Increase for UC Students Health Insurance Program (Written) 
    *6.8.3  New Mandatory Campus Fee – Adaptibar MBE Bar  
    Review             (Written) 
   *6.8.4  Increase for Summer Legal Institute        (Written) 
   *6.8.5   Increase in Hourly Rates – UC Hastings Parking Garage     (Written) 
   *6.8.6   Continuation of Freeze on General Enrollment and Other  
    Fees            (Written)   
     
 
7. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
*7.1 Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000  
 
*7.1.1  Sidewalk Cleaning – Tenderloin Community Benefit  
District             (Written) 
*7.1.2 Space Programming Consultant – Evelyn Lee         (Written)  
*7.1.3  UC Path - Communications Consultant – Kelly Services (Written) 
*7.1.4  UC Path - Training Consultant – TBD   (Written) 
 
7.2 Non-state Budget Changes - Long Range Campus Plan  (Written) 
 
 
The following reports were discussed at the Finance Committee Meeting on May 16, 2019.  
These are listed below as informational items, and distributed in the agenda packet.  
  
8. FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORTS:  
 
8.1 State Budget Update for 2019-20     (Written) 
8.2 Investment Report as of March 31, 2019    (Written)         
8.3 State Budget Report for 2018-19 as of March 31, 2019   (Written) 
8.4 Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report as of March 31, 2019  (Written) 
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8.5 UCPath - Project Update        (Written) 
8.6 333 Golden Gate Replacement Academic Building –  
Project Update        (Written) 
8.7     List of Checks over $50,000      (Written) 
 
 
 9. REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR & DEAN 
 
9.1 Chancellor & Dean’s Annual Report     (Oral) 
9.2 Report and Discussion on Strategic Planning   (Oral) 
9.3 Other Information Items: Academic Programs, Student Services,  
External Relations and Personnel     (Oral) 
   
      
  10. REPORT OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL 
   
  10.1 Report on Office Structure and Planning    (Oral)  
  10.2  Report on Board/Faculty Retreat, September 13, 2019  (Oral) 
  *10.3 Resolutions to recognize and grant Emeritus Status    
   *10.3.1 Tina Combs       (Written) 
   *10.3.2 Donald Bradley     (Written) 
  *10.4  Election of Officers 
   *10.4.1 Chair       (Oral) 
   *10.4.2 Vice Chair      (Oral) 
 
 
11.  DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, 
provide information to staff or direct staff to place items on future agenda.  
 
 
12. THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION  
The Board will adjourn to closed session to consider the items listed on the Closed Session 
Agenda. At the conclusion of the closed session, the Board will reconvene the Open 
Meeting prior to adjourning the meeting to report on any actions taken in closed session 
for which a report is required by law. 
 
 
*13. ADJOURNMENT        (Oral) 
 
Agenda Item: 1 
Board of Directors - Open 











May 30, 2019 
 
Meeting Start Time:  ____:____a.m. 
 
Present Call-In Absent  
□ □ □ Chair Tina Combs 
□ □ □ Vice Chair Chip Robertson 
□ □ □ Director Agnolucci 
□ □ □ Director Don Bradley 
□ □ □ Director Tom Gede 
□ □ □ Director Adrienne Go 
□ □ □ Director Christian Osmeña 
□ □ □ Director Mary Noel Pepys 
□ □ □ Director Courtney Power 
□ □ □ Director Chip Robertson 
 
 
   
Agenda Item: 2 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           Board of Directors - Open 




BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 
This item is reserved for members of the public to comment on non-agenda and agenda items. 
 
Agenda Item: 3 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  ASUCH President Myell Mergaert 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Report of the ASUCH President 
 
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 











Agenda Item: *4 
                                                                                                                                                                                                Board of Directors - Open 







*4. GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to remove any item 
from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that the Chair 
remove the item from the Consent Calendar.  All remaining Consent Calendar items shall be 
approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion. 
 





UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OPEN SESSION MINUTES 
 
 
Friday, March 1, 2019 – 9:00 a.m. 
 
UC Hastings College of the Law 
A. Frank Bray Board Meeting 
198 McAllister Street, 1-Mezzanine 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
1. ROLL CALL 
 
 Chair Tina Combs called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m., March 1, 2019 
 
 Directors present: 
  
 Director Tina Combs, Chair 
 Director Chip Robertson, Vice Chair 
 Director Simona Agnolucci 
 Director Tom Gede 
 Director Adrienne Go 
 Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
Director Christian Osmeña 
Director Mary Noel Pepys 
 Director Courtney Power 
 
 Directors absent: 
 




  Chancellor & Dean David Faigman 
  Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
  Interim General Counsel Leo Martinez 
  Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
  Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton 
Chief Communications Officer Alex A.G. Shapiro 




  Katie Gross, ASUCH President 
Professor Jared Elias, for the Faculty Executive Committee Chair 
 
2.  PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD      (Oral) 
 
 A total of six speakers presented public comment. 
 
3. REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT     (Oral) 
 
 ASUCH President Katie Gross presented her report on student activities in the last three 
months.  These included work on the upcoming HPILF Gala to which she extended personal 
invitations to the Directors as well as work on professional development and food insecurity issues. 
 
    *4.  GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR  
 The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to remove any 
 item from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that the 
 Chair remove the item from the Consent Calendar.  All remaining Consent Calendar items 
 shall be approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.  
  
 *4.1  Approval of Minutes: December 7, 2018    (Written) 
   
Chair Combs called for the approval of the December 7, 2018 minutes. Upon motion 
made and seconded, the minutes were approved. 
 
 5. COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
    5.1 Report of the Chair of the Educational Policy Committee 
 Academic Dean Morris Ratner presented on the matters below: 
    5.1.1 Strategic Planning Update     (Written)  
   5.1.2 Bar Exam Update       (Written)  
   5.1.3  Employment Update      (Written) 
   5.1.4 Standing Order 102.5 (Emeritus Status) First notice  (Written) 
   
  5.2 Report of the Chair of the Advancement and Communications Committee 
 Communications Director Alex Shapiro and Chief Development Officer Eric 
Dumbleton presented on the matters below: 
    
5.2.1 Updating Branded Materials     (Written) 
 
Chancellor and Dean Faigman noted that updated branding materials had been provided 
to the Board at its December 7, 2018 meeting and in the current meeting.  He requested 
approval in accordance with Bylaw 3.1 that allow the Board of Directors to grant permission to 
use a “modified design of the corporate seal” to be used “for any official purpose or in 
connection with alumni, student or public projects.”  Chair Combs called for the granting of 
such permission. Upon motion made and seconded, the permission was granted to use the 
branding materials that had been circulated as part of the Board materials. 
 
   5.2.2 Gamechanger Campaign      (Written)  
   5.2.3 FY19 Fundraising Progress to Date    (Written)  
   5.2.4 Fundraising Trends: Past FY Results by Quarter  (Written)  
   5.2.5 Planned Giving Update: First Newsletter   (Written)   
  
 *6. FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
The meeting of the Finance Committee was held at UC Hastings in the A. Frank Bray Board 
Room, San Francisco, California, on Thursday, February 21, 2019, at 10:15 a.m. By unanimous 
vote, the Finance Committee submits the following Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to pull 
any item from the Finance Consent Calendar may request the Chair to remove the item from the 
Finance Consent Calendar for discussion.  All items on the Finance Consent Calendar shall be 
approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote. 
 
 Chair Combs asked that item 6.3 be separately discussed and voted on apart from 
the consent calendar.  Upon motion made and seconded, the Board approved the items on 
the consent calendar with the exception of item 6.3. 
 
Chairman Combs then turned to discussion of item 6.3. relating to the General 
Enrollment Fee for 2019-20: Revocation of Fee Increase.  Upon motion made and 
seconded, the Board approved item 6.3 by adopting the resolution below: 
 
Resolved, that for the 2019-20 academic year, that the Board of Directors 
rescind the 5% increase in the General Enrollment Fee for students in the Juris 
Doctor (JD) program approved at its September 2019 meeting. Be it further 
resolved that 5% increase in Nonresident Tuition also be rescinded. 
 
The Board of Directors reserves the right to modify these fees at any time. 
 
 *6.1 State Budget Report as of December 31, 2018 
   & Mid-Year Budget Changes      (Written)  
 *6.2 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000  
6.2.1 Professional Services – UCPath - Rockcrest HRIS Consultants  (Written) 
6.2.2  Professional Services – UCPath - Gemini Data   (Written) 
6.2.3  Professional Services – UCPath - Huron Consulting Group  (Written) 
6.2.4  Construction – TBD – Kane Hall 1st Floor Improvements (Written) 
6.2.5  Software – Axiom – Budget Management Software   (Written) 
  
 *6.3. General Enrollment Fee for 2019-20: Revocation of Fee Increase  (Written) 
  
 *6.4 Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report as of Dec. 31, 2018 
   & Mid-Year Budget Changes      (Written) 
  
 *6.5 Nonstate Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000 
 *6.5.1  Special Repairs - Elevator Door Project - Kone Elevator  (Written) 
 
*6.6 Endowment Management – Spending Rate for 2019-20   (Written) 
 
*6.7 Student Housing – Residential Rate Increases for 2019-20   (Written) 
    
    
The following reports were discussed at the Finance Committee meeting on February 21, 
2019. The materials are included in the agenda packet for your information. 
     6.8 Investment Report as of December 31, 2018    (Written)   
    6.9 Project Status – UCPath       (Written) 
   6.10 Project Status – Long Range Campus Plan     (Written)  
   6.11 Investment Management – Overview     (Written) 
   6.12 Report on Faculty and Staff Salaries over $100,000    (Written) 
   6.13 List of Checks over $50,000       (Written) 
 
   7. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER     
 
Chief Financial Officer David Seward briefly described the matters adopted by the 
Board of Directors Executive Committee at its meeting February 1, 2019 which require 
ratification by the full Board of Directors and which constitute the matters in item 7.1. 
 
Chair Combs called for a motion.  Upon motion made and seconded, the Board 
ratified the matters in item 7.1. 
 
        *7.1 Matters requiring Board ratification adopted by Executive Committee Feb. 1, 2019
     
 *7.1.1 Scholarship Fundraising Event–Non-State Budget Change (Written) 
 
 *7.1.2  Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
  *7.1.2.1  Printing - DCP - UC Hastings Magazine   (Written) 
  *7.1.2.2  Video and Media Content - Corduroy Media (Written) 
  *7.1.2.3  Space Rental - Scholarship Event - City Club (Written)  
 
 *7.1.3 Miscellaneous Fees - Summer Legal Institute  (Written) 
 
 *7.1.4 End of Life Law Project/Stupski Foundation 
  –Non-State Budget Change      (Written) 
 
Chief Financial Officer Seward requested that items 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 be 
deferred to a later meeting of the Board of Directors. 
 
Without discussion Chair Combs acceded to the request for deferral. 
 
    *7.2 Contract Approval – Long Range Campus Plan  
 
   *7.2.1 Project Finance Underwriting – Raymond James  (Written) 
   *7.2.2 Bond Counsel – Orrick     (Written) 
 
  *7.3 Reimbursement Resolution - Long Range Campus Plan  (Written) 
 
  *7.4  Predevelopment Budget - Long Range Campus Plan 
   – Nonstate Budget Change      (Written) 
 
Chief Financial Officer David Seward briefly described 7.5. 
 
Chair Combs called for a motion.  Upon motion made and seconded, the Board 
approved item 7.5. 
 
  *7.5 Nonstate Grants and Contracts in excess of $50,000 
   - California Health Care Foundation     (Written) 
 
8. Report of the Chancellor and Dean     (Oral) 
 
 Chancellor and Dean Faigman gave a brief update on the California State Bar’s 
stance on the California State Bar examination. 
 
9. Report of the Board Chair       (Oral) 
 
The Board Chair had no report before the adjournment of the open session.  During 
the reconvened open session of the Board noted below in item 10, she announced that the 
Board had approved the tenure recommendations of Professor Alina Ball, Professor Jared 
Elias, and Professor Zach Price.  She also announced that the Board had approved the 




Chair Combs adjourned the open session of the Board at approximately 11:55.  
Chair Combs reconvened the open session of the Board at approximately 3:35 p.m. to 
make the announcement noted in item 9 above.  Chair Combs adjourned the reconvened 






       ______________________   
        Leo P. Martinez, Secretary 
 
               
Agenda Item: 5 
         Board of Directors - Open 







1. REPORT BY:  Chair Tina Combs 
 
 
2. SUBJECT:   Report of the Board Chair 
 
 
3. REPORT:   Written 
 
 
        5.1 Report of the Chair of the Educational Policy Committee 
  Presented by Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
   
5.1.1 Employment Update     (Written) 
  5.1.2 Bar Success Update      (Written) 
  5.1.3 Faculty Hiring Update     (Written) 
  5.1.4 Strategic Planning Update     (Written) 
 
 5.2 Report of the Chair of the Advancement and Communications Committee 
  Presented by Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton  
    
5.2.1 Updated Gift Report     (Written)  
 
Board of Directors  May 30, 2019 
AD Report – Employment 1 
5.1.1 Employment 
 
By Morris Ratner, Academic Dean 
 
 
We saw a significant increase in our employment rates for the Class of 2018.  Attached as 
Exhibit A please find a report prepared by Senior Assistant Dean Sari Zimmerman of our Career 
Development Office describing the increase.  Dean Zimmerman notes:  
 
[T]he most significant increase was in the number of our graduates going into full-time, 
long-term (FTLT) Bar Passage Required or JD Advantage jobs that are not law school 
funded (the category to which US News gives the highest weight).  That number increased 
from 67% for the Class of 2017 (and 65.5% for the Class of 2016) to 74% for the class of 
2018.  Thanks to significant funding from the Dean, we were also, for the first time ever, 
able to grant twelve FTLT Bridge Fellowships of $40,000 each.  All the fellowships went 
to graduates who either did not take the Bar or were retaking the Bar exam; as a result, they 
had low prospects for landing full-time, long-term employment by the reporting deadline.  
This boosted our overall FTLT Bar Passage Required/JD Advantage numbers to 78.7%. 
 
Similarly, we saw an increase from 2017 to 2018 of 2% in graduates employed in JD-required 
jobs, from 64% to 66%.  
 
Attached as Exhibit B1 please find a breakdown of the employment numbers by type of 
placement, as reported to the ABA.  A few observations are worth teasing out:  
 
• Consistent with our view that employment opportunities may be found in JD-advantage 
jobs, we saw growth in that setting. 10.7% of the Class of 2017 was employed 10 months 
out in JD-advantage jobs and 13.1% of employed graduates were in such jobs, 76% of 
which were full-time and long-term. Approximately 12% of the Class of 2018 had JD-
advantage jobs at 10 months out, and about 14% of employed Class of 2018 graduates held 
such jobs, 94% of which were full-time, long-term.  
• Relatedly, the number of students going to law firms declined slightly, despite the overall 
gain in employment. 48% of the Class of 2017 was employed in law firms, whereas 44% 
of Class of 2018 graduates chose to work at law firms. More than twice as many Class of 
2018 graduates compared to 2017 graduates chose to work in “Business & Industry,” a 
category that includes JD-advantage jobs (e.g., accounting, compliance), and which 
accounts for much of the shift away from law firms this past year. In particular, we saw a 
                                                
1 Employment outcomes data going back to 2011 may be found on the UC Hastings website at 
https://www.uchastings.edu/careers/employment-statistics/. 
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AD Report – Employment 2 
boost in Tax Concentrators in 2018, which we believe had a positive impact on 
employment in this category.  
• Contrary to our understanding that some of the greatest employment gains can be found in 
small- to medium-sized firms, we saw a slight decline in the percentage of Class of 2018 
graduates going to such firms, and an increase in 2018 graduates going to much larger firms 
of more than 500 attorneys. 44% of the Class of 2018 graduates employed by law firms 
chose firms of more than 500 lawyers, whereas only 32% of the Class of 2017 graduates 
who chose to work in law firms were in firms of 500-plus attorneys.  
 
Attached as Exhibit C is an analysis by Pepperdine Law Professor Derek Muller indicating 
that our overall employment gains were greater than those experienced by peer law schools in 
California.2 UC Hastings’ increase of 11 percent in the number of students employed in full-time, 
long-term jobs. That is a bigger increase in employment than any other California ABA-accredited 
law school experienced for the Class of 2018. 
 
 
                                                
















































































	 	 2013	 373	 2018	 277	
	 	 2014	 402	 2019	 310	
	 	 2015	 308	 2020	 309	
	 	 2016	 300	 2021	 313	




























































UC	Berkeley	 10	 305	 14	 309	 16	
UCLA	 15	 358	 31	 320	 20	
USC	 17	 209	 5	 205	 6	
UC	Irvine	 23	 96	 7	 114	 11	
UC	Davis	 31	 167	 12	 177	 13	





























































































































































































EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY FOR 2018 GRADUATES
CALIFORNIA-HASTINGS, UNIVERSITY OF
200 McAllister Street  
Phone : 415-565-4600
Website : www.uchastings.edu









Employed - Bar Passage Required 178 5 1 0 184
Employed - J.D. Advantage 28 2 2 0 32
Employed - Professional Position 3 0 1 2 6
Employed - Non-Professional Position 0 1 0 0 1
Employed - Law School/University Funded 12 0 0 1 13
Employed - Undeterminable 0 0 0 0 0
Pursuing Graduate Degree Full Time 3
Employed - Start Date Deferred 2
Unemployed - Not Seeking 4
Unemployed - Seeking 27
Employment Status Unknown 5
Total Graduates 
Each graduate is counted only once in this section.
277
EMPLOYMENT LOCATION STATE NUMBER
State - Largest Employment California 206
State - 2nd Largest Employment District of Columbia 5










Solo 1 0 0 0 1
2 - 10 29 0 2 0 31
11 - 25 16 0 0 0 16
26 - 50 14 0 0 0 14
51 - 100 3 0 0 0 3
101 - 250 6 0 0 0 6
251 - 500 2 0 0 0 2
501 + 47 2 0 0 49
Unknown Size 0 0 0 0 0
Business & Industry 36 2 1 2 41
Government 33 3 0 0 36
Pub. Int. 16 1 0 0 17
Clerkships - Federal 9 0 0 0 9
Clerkships - State & Local 6 0 0 0 6
Clerkships - Other 0 0 0 0 0
Education 3 0 1 1 5
Employer Type Unknown 0 0 0 0 0
Total 221 8 4 3 236









Employed - Bar Passage Required 9 0 0 0 9
Employed - J.D. Advantage 3 0 0 1 4
Employed - Professional Position 0 0 0 0 0
Employed - Non-Professional Position 0 0 0 0 0
Total Employed by Law School/University 12 0 0 1 13
Category definitions can be found here:
Page : 1 of  2 5/7/2019 6:24:50 PM
State - 3rd Largest Employment New York 5
Employed in Foreign Countries 6
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E x c e s s  o f  D e m o c r a c y








This is the eighth and final in a series of visualizations on legal 
employment outcomes for the Class of 2018. Following posts on 
outcomes in Illinois, Pennsylvania, Texas, Ohio, Florida, DC-Maryland-
Virginia, and New York, here is a visualization for legal employment 
outcomes of graduates of law schools in California for the Class of 2018. 
(More about the methodology is available at the Illinois post.) Last year's 
California post is here.
Please note, of course, that “J.D.-advantage” jobs may differ significantly 
from school to school, which may alter how one views the “overall” rate. 
(USNWR treats them as equivalent, but there are good reasons to think 
they may not be equivalent; and here, there are significant disparities 
among some schools and their J.D.-advantage placement.) And recall that 
I sort the table below to include school-funded positions, while the chart 
only includes unfunded positions. (It’s a reason I try to display the 
information in different ways!) The California market presented a mixed 












A blog written by Derek T. Muller, Associate Professor of Law, Pepperdine University School of Law
     Excess of Democracy About the Blog Bio Scholarship Law Review RSS Project Disclosure
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but somewhat positive picture. The closure of Whittier meant I removed 
it from the chart. Comparing all other schools year-to-year, graduates 
increased slightly from 3761 to 3804. And bar passage-required jobs 
increased slightly, too, from 2353 to 2405. But J.D. advantage jobs climbed 
at a faster rate, from 322 to 354, and school funded positions increased 
slightly. Placement among these schools rose from 73.3% to 74.9% in all 
positions.
As always, please notify me of any corrections or errata.
Peer	Score School 2018 YoY% BPR JDA LSF Grads 2017 BPR JDA LSF Grads
4.9 Stanford	University 96.9% 3.0 165 12 10 193 93.9% 163 15 7 197
4.4 University	of	California-Berkeley 95.8% 1.0 276 4 16 309 94.8% 269 6 14 305
4.1 University	of	California-Los	Angeles 92.5% 0.0 257 19 20 320 92.5% 283 17 31 358
3.7 University	of	Southern	California 87.3% -2.6 162 11 6 205 90.0% 179 4 5 209
3.5 University	of	California-Irvine 86.8% 0.4 85 3 11 114 86.5% 72 4 7 96
3.4 University	of	California-Davis 86.4% 2.0 135 8 10 177 84.4% 119 10 12 167
2.7 Loyola	Law	School-Los	Angeles 85.7% 6.1 213 24 3 280 79.6% 204 31 3 299
3.1 University	of	California-HasKngs 78.7% 11.2 178 28 12 277 67.5% 166 22 1 280
2.7 Pepperdine	University 78.6% 2.8 114 18 0 168 75.8% 134 34 1 223
1.9 Chapman	University 73.9% 5.6 75 24 0 134 68.2% 81 20 0 148
2.7 University	of	San	Diego 72.3% 4.7 172 19 0 264 67.6% 121 17 0 204
2.5 Santa	Clara	University 68.7% 4.7 127 22 0 217 64.0% 77 10 0 136
1.9 McGeorge	School	of	Law 63.9% 4.8 66 19 0 133 59.1% 62 16 0 132
1.8 Southwestern	Law	School 63.2% 4.6 128 39 1 266 58.6% 124 43 0 285
1.5 California	Western	School	of	Law 61.1% -3.3 86 32 0 193 64.5% 106 21 0 197
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← Overall legal employment for the Class of 2018 improved somewhat
Comments (0)  Subscribe via e-mail
1.5 Golden	Gate	University 48.2% -3.5 27 11 2 83 51.7% 33 11 1 87
1.9 University	of	San	Francisco 45.0% -15.8 49 26 1 169 60.8% 75 18 0 153
1.2 University	of	La	Verne 43.1% 6.3 13 12 0 58 36.8% 12 2 0 38
nr Thomas	Jefferson	School	of	Law 29.9% -2.3 28 15 0 144 32.2% 41 15 0 174
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5.1.2 Bar Success 
 
By Morris Ratner, Academic Dean 
 
The College is gearing up to support our May 2019 graduates as they study for the Bar 
Exam. Attached as Exhibit A please find a memorandum from Director of Bar Passage Support 
Margaret Greer describing our summer bar support initiatives. These include (a) greater emphasis 
on ethics and the performance test, two areas where our graduates struggled on the California Bar 
Exam last year, (b) even more intensive individual monitoring of student course progress and 
proactive and individualized coaching, and (c) a much-expanded Bar Exam Supplemental Training 
program, including up to 13 professionally reviewed practice essays per participating graduate.  
 
Separately, we are seeking approval through the Finance Committee to impose a special 
fee to support use of a tool that our research suggests will likely improve bar outcomes for future 
cohorts of students, i.e., access to a complete database of Multistate Bar Exam multiple choice 
questions released by the National Committee of Bar Examiners. Because the request is central to 
our efforts to improve the quality of the academic program, we submitted the memorandum 
explaining it and attached as Exhibit B to both the Educational Policy Committee and the Finance 
Committee. In short, an online service called Adaptibar.com can license to us use of over 1,700 
actual MBE questions, which our faculty can use in MBE-tested subjects as practice questions. 
This has several benefits:  
 
• It ensures that faculty have access to actual bar questions for use in formative assessment;  
• It embeds those questions in an online platform (Adaptibar) that helps students train for 
bar success by analyzing strengths and weaknesses and by explaining correct answers and 
distractors;  
• It gives students a three-year exposure to a form of doctrinal and skills instruction that 
would otherwise only be available to them after graduation;  
• It gives the College a rich data set for tracking student challenges and development over 
time; and  
• Students can then use Adaptibar as a bar prep supplement post-graduation, something we 
currently recommend, after having had access to it for in-class assessment for three years.  
 
Adaptibar is an effective tool. As indicated in Exhibit B, our statistical modeling suggests 
that UC Hastings graduates who used Adaptibar were more likely to pass the bar exam in both 
2017 and 2018. The effect seems to be consistent across both years and across a variety of control 
variables, and across all quartiles. For example, when controlling for entering metrics and number 
of bar courses, we see Adaptibar predict an increase in likelihood of passing the bar on first attempt 
of 20.7% overall, which is significant. By quartile, the effect from the first to fourth quartiles is 
also substantial: 9.7% for Q1, 17.7% for Q2, 38.5% for Q3, and 23.4% for Q4.  
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The cost is $120 per student per year, as explained more fully in the attached memorandum 
and proposal. This is less than the typical price of a casebook and would provide a resource that 
could be used during the 1L, 2L, and 3L years, and post-graduation during bar study. Because of 
copyright issues, the only way to use the service as intended, with practice problems provided to 
all students, is to ensure that all students purchase such access via a fee.  
 
 Other law schools incorporate Adaptibar into their curriculum, normally as part of a 3L 
sixth semester for-credit bar prep class. For approximately the same cost per student, we are 
spreading access across three years, making the resource more useful for faculty, students, and 
administrators engaged in curricular assessment and design. California law schools using 
Adaptibar include UC Irvine, Pepperdine, and McGeorge. Nationally, law schools using Adaptibar 
















To:  Morris Ratner, Academic Dean 
CC:  Stefano Moscato, Assistant Dean for Academic Skills Instruction and Support 
From:  Margaret Greer, Director of Bar Passage Support 
Date:  April 22, 2019 
Re:  Bar Support Programs and Resources for Summer 2019 
  
Below is an overview of the bar exam prep programs and resources that the OASIS bar 
passage support program will offer May 2019 graduates who are preparing for the July 2019 bar 
exam. 
 
Resources for May 2019 Graduates 
  
B.E.S.T. Essay Tutor Program 
 
May 2019 graduates who participate in the B.E.S.T. Essay Tutor Program will have the 
opportunity to submit up to 13 bar exam essay or Performance Test answers for review and 
feedback. Tutors will return the answers to the graduates within 72 business hours. The tutors will 
have access to a variety of grading resources. Examples of the resources include essay answer 
rubrics, State Bar of California selected essay answers, and a copy of Essay Exam Writing for the 
California Bar Exam by Mary Basick and Tina Schindler. If graduates have questions about their 
answers or the feedback, they may meet with me. 
LEOP May 2019 graduates who participate in the program will have the opportunity to 
meet with designated tutors during the bar review period for tutoring sessions. The LEOP tutors, 
who are familiar with the needs of this cohort, will read and grade most of the LEOP answers. 
During the tutoring sessions, the graduates will receive oral feedback on their essay answers and 
will complete exercises that will help the graduates improve their essay writing skills.  
178 May 2019 graduates have signed up for the B.E.S.T. program.  
 
B.E.S.T. Group Sessions 
 
The B.E.S.T. Group Sessions will take place on campus during bar review and will be 
tailored to commercial bar review courses to track their coverage. During the B.E.S.T Group 
Session, graduates will answer an essay or Performance Test question under timed conditions. The 
graduates will be able to submit their answers for review and feedback. Graduates will also have 
the option of staying for a group debrief. Lunch will be served during the sessions. The sessions 
are designed to encourage graduates to start writing bar exam essays and Performance Test answers 
under simulated exam conditions from the beginning of the bar review period. The sessions will 
emphasize Professional Responsibility and the Performance Test, areas where our graduates 
struggled on the July 2018 exam. Professor Michael Zamperini, who has drafted California Bar 
Exam essay questions, has offered to lead additional group sessions that will cover Torts and Wills 




Alumni Bar Passage Mentor Program 
 
Graduates who participate in the program will be matched with alumni mentors. The 
alumni provide the graduates with support as they are studying for the bar exam. The graduates 
and alumni determine how interactive the mentoring will be. Some graduates and alumni exchange 
emails and phone calls, some meet for coffee or lunch, and some alumni even offer to read 
graduates’ essay answers. Alumni mentors will be provided with a mentoring guide and will be 
encouraged to contact me during the bar review period of they have any questions about advising 
their mentees. 81 graduates have signed up for the program.  
 
Faculty Bar Passage Mentor Program 
 
May 2019 graduates who sign up for the Faculty Bar Passage Mentor Program will be 
matched with a faculty mentor. The mentors provide emotional support and check in with their 
mentees throughout the summer. Some mentors also offer to read essays or answer substantive 
questions. 76 graduates have signed up for the program. 
 
Monitoring Bar Review Course Completion 
 
During summer bar review, the bar passage support program will monitor the graduates’ 
bar review course completion data. We will reach out to graduates who fall behind in their courses 
and will let them know that I am available to help them develop study schedules. Prior to the start 
of bar review, I will notify students that the College has access to the course completion data and 
that the College uses that information to reach out to graduates who fall behind during bar review. 
We will advise students that they can opt out of the program. 
During the spring semester, OASIS messaged students about the importance of staying on 
pace with the bar review course schedules. We shared May 2018 bar review course completion 
statistics with students during Bar Sweeps Week and we posted flyers around campus that shared 
the same course completion statistics. We will message graduates throughout bar review about the 
importance of completing the bar review course assignments. 
This summer, we will also monitor graduates who use Adaptibar. We will be able to use 
the data to provide even more targeted outreach and support.  
  
Remedial Measures re Kaplan Bar Review 
  
 Based on data from 2017 and 2018, we know that graduates who use Kaplan Bar Review 
do no pass the bar exam at the same rate as do graduates who use Barbri or Themis. This year, we 
are working with Kaplan to provide graduates who are using the course even more support and 
guidance. Examples of the support include weekly check-ins and additional on campus workshops 
for Kaplan students. I am also working with Kaplan to open up the course before the official May 





Multiple Choice Resources 
  
 Before bar review begins, we will remind graduates about the available multiple choice 
resources. Examples of the resources include Adaptibar, the NCBE released questions available 
for purchase through the NCBE”s website, and Strategies and Tactics for the MBE. Additionally, 
each graduate who has taken Critical Studies II: MBE,will receive a final exam score report. The 
score reports will give the graduates an indication of how they are performing on a simulated MBE 
exam and will help them decide whether they should purchase a multiple choice supplemental 
resource such as Adaptibar.  We will also use the final exam reports to identify students graduates 




Several large classrooms and several seminar rooms in the 198 McAllister building will be 
reserved for graduates to use as study spaces during summer bar review. We we also reserve online 




Before bar review begins, we will remind graduates that the College has discount codes for 
BarEssays.com, Adaptibar, and Critical Pass flashcards. 
 
Library and Online Resources 
 
The Library maintains a database of prior California Bar Exam essays and the selected 
answers. The essays are password protected and are sorted by subject. 
The Library also has on reserve a number of supplemental bar essay and MBE resources. 
Examples of the resources include copies of the MBE Critical Pass flashcards, Essay Exam Writing 
for the California Bar Exam, and Strategies and Tactics for the MBE. 
The Prior Bar Lectures and Workshops Canvas page contains recordings of bar subject 
refresher lectures and prior bar prep workshops and events. Graduates will also be able to view the 
B.E.S.T. Group Sessions through the Prior Bar Lectures and Workshops Canvas page. 
Graduates will also have access to he Bar Passage Support intranet page. The page provides 
up to date information on admissions requirements and the College’s bar support programs. 
 
Student Services Bar Coffee Wednesdays 
 
Every Wednesday of bar review, graduates can stop by Student Services for coffee, donuts, 
and snacks. OASIS will supplement the donuts and coffee with snacks. I will attend the sessions 




Last summer, Student Services and OASIS hosted a bar study pizza social that was received 
well by graduates. We plan to host at least one social during summer 2019 bar review. 
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1:1 Advising – Margaret Greer, Director of Bar Passage Support 
 
I will be available throughout bar review to provide 1:1 bar advising. 
 
Bar Exam Lunch Program 
 
OASIS plans to organize the Bar Exam Lunch Program. The program provides free lunches 



















To:  David Faigman and David Seward 
From:  Morris Ratner, Stefano Moscato, and Margaret Greer 
Date:  April 23, 2019 
Re:  Student Fee for Adaptibar – Bar Preparation Resource and Learning Tool 
 
 After evaluating likely efficacy and conferring with and surveying faculty who teach 
subjects tested on the Multistate Bar Exam (MBE), and after conferring informally with students, 
we recommend that the College require all students to purchase access to the full database of 
previously-released National Association of Bar Examiners questions for use as exercises in all 
MBE-tested subjects, starting with the 2019-20 academic year. We can do so via a student fee that 
would pay for a service we already recommend that our graduates use for bar prep called 
Adaptibar.com. This resource not only includes 1,700-plus actual prior MBE questions, but also 
allows us to search the database by subject and issue to create practice exams, and allows faculty 
and students to assess how individual students are doing and how we are doing across categories 
of classes to prepare our students for the Bar Exam, in real time, without having to wait until 
students graduate to see how we are doing. The fee would be $120 per student for each year the 
student is enrolled at UC Hastings, and would entitle our graduates to have access to the service 
after graduation as they study for the July Bar Exam. 
 
Section I, below, describes the Adaptibar.com resource and explains how we would use it 
as a learning and assessment tool. Section II summarizes the data we have so far regarding the 
efficacy of this tool. Section III describes why all students need to pay the fee in order for us to 
use this tool in our classes. Section IV describes how we will address nuances such as transfer 
students, students in non-JD degree programs, and current rising 2Ls and 3Ls who will not have 
access to the service on the normal three-year cycle.   
 
I. The Resource 
 
Adaptibar.com is an online tool that includes the full database of more than 1,700 
previously-released NCBE MBE questions. The database can be searched by faculty by subject 
and issue in order to create practice tests for students in MBE-tested subjects, including required 
1L and upper division courses (Civil Procedure, Torts, Criminal Law and Procedure, 
Constitutional Law, Contracts & Sales, Evidence, and Real Property). Students would also be able 
to use the database in 3L for-credit bar prep classes, which other schools, including UC Irvine and 
Pepperdine, already require. Payment is a flat fee that Adaptibar has agreed to allow us to spread 
over three years, so students pay only $120 per year, rather than a much larger fee. That is roughly 
equivalent to the price of a single textbook per year. The $120/year access fee, which includes 
access in the summer after graduation from the three-year JD program, is roughly equal to the 
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$350 cost of purchasing the service for use in the summer after graduation, but students get more 
time with it and have it integrated into their classes throughout their law school training. 
 
In the 2016-17 academic year, after we received news that our Class of 2016’s July 2016 
pass rate was 51%, the faculty voted that all faculty who teach MBE tested subjects are required 
to offer final exams that are a mix of essay and multiple choice. That requirement has been fully 
implemented, but faculty have struggled to develop questions to use in class that precisely track 
questions actually prepared by the NCBE, despite training sessions and other support provided by 
the administration. In addition, faculty efforts have led to creation of exam banks, but have not led 
to creation of sufficient numbers of practice exercises for students to practice MBE test taking 
throughout their law school experience. Relatedly, students regularly ask faculty for practice MBE 
questions to take before final exams; while we have some resources in the library, our experience 
is that sample questions meant to simulate the MBE often vary in format or difficulty level. 
 
Access to Adaptibar solves these problems of access and reliability. Director of Bar 
Passage Support Margaret Greer can work with faculty to create practice exams in MBE-tested 
subjects throughout the semester, and the online tool provides explanations and self-assessment 
tools. It also allows us to track how often faculty are assigning and students are taking practice 
exams, and allows us to evaluate where our faculty and students are struggling in terms of 
substantive coverage and knowledge.  
 
To determine whether faculty would use the service, we administered a survey.  35 faculty 
members completed it, including 28 who teach MBE-tested subjects in which the tool would be 
directly relevant. Nearly all respondents said they were willing to use the service in their classes. 
About 90 percent of MBE faculty said they would generate practice MBE questions weekly or 
monthly, and would devote class time to reviewing them, and 10% said they would use it daily.  
 
We have also started doing informal outreach to students. So far, the reception has been 
positive, although we have not broadly surveyed students. (Faculty assigning textbooks or other 





Our qualitative surveys of students after the July 2016 Bar Exam revealed that they found 
that the simulated MBE questions in their commercial bar review courses did not adequately 
prepare them for the Bar Exam because they were insufficiently difficult. As a result, we started 
recommending that students subscribe to Adaptibar.com, the same service we now seek to 
incorporate into our curriculum. On an extraordinary basis, the College provided this service to 
May 2016 graduates who failed the July 2016 Bar Exam, but, for all other graduates, we simply 




Our experience with the Adaptibar resource, so far, has been positive. Whereas our overall 
Bar Exam pass rate for the July 2018 administration of the California Bar Exam was 60%, the pass 
rate of the 61 graduates who used Adaptibar was approximately 90%.  
 
Often, such descriptive information is hard to verify using regression analyses that hold 
constant the effects of variables such as entering metrics, law school GPA, and course selection 
(e.g., number of bar courses). However, in this case, our statistical analysis suggests that Adaptibar 
is indeed a significant factor in student success even controlling for other possible variables. Our 
modeling reveals that UC Hastings graduates who used Adaptibar were more likely to pass the bar 
exam in both 2017 and 2018. The effect seems to be consistent across both years and across a 
variety of control variables. For example, when controlling for entering metrics and number of bar 
courses, we see Adaptibar predict an increase in likelihood of passing the bar on first attempt of 
20.7% overall. By quartile, the effect from the first to fourth quartiles is also substantial: 9.7% for 
Q1, 17.7% for Q2, 38.5% for Q3, and 23.4% for Q4. Of course, some of this bounce could be the 
result of selection bias; for example, it may be that voluntary use of Adaptibar, now, is a proxy for 
initiative and effort. Still we see a positive and robust relationship with bar passage across all four 
quartiles. 
 
We also know that, as previously reported, our performance overall on the MBE, which is 
50% of the Bar Exam score, has been on an upward trajectory since 2016. In July 2016, the average 
scaled MBE score for UC Hastings graduates was 1433, 43 points below the state average for ABA 
accredited schools in California. In July 2017, the scaled score was 1457, 35 points below the state 
average. In July 2018, the scaled score was 1467, 8 points below the state average. We do not 
know exactly why our MBE scores are steadily improving relative to peer law schools in 
California. It could be any combination of reforms that are contributing to this outcome, including 
greater faculty attention to bar tested issues, closed book exams, required MBE-style exams, 
emphasis on taking bar-tested subjects, or other efforts we have described in prior reporting. But 
we do see that improvement is possible. 
 
III. Pervasive Use 
 
The main cost that Adpatibar fee covers is the licensing fee for NCBE. For faculty to use 
the previously released questions in their classes, all students in those classes must have access to 
the database. The best way to ensure such access is through a fee charged to all students. The fee 
has the added benefit of giving students access to a service we think they should be using post-
graduation when they are studying for the Bar Exam. 
 
Though we believe using it has the potential to significantly improve bar outcomes, we are 
concerned about the cost of the Adaptibar service. As a result, we will continue to be on the lookout 
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for cheaper alternatives in the coming years. For now, we do not believe there is a perfect substitute 
for the Adaptibar service that justifies the lower price that some other services that have access to 




For incoming fall 2019 1Ls, and for students who matriculate in the JD program thereafter, 
the $120/year fee will give them full access to Adaptibar upon graduation. That means they have 
access to this resource as a tool in their MBE-tested subjects during their 1L-3L years, as well as 
in the summer when they study for the Bar Exam. We have discussed the following nuances with 
Adaptibar:  
 
• Students who are 2Ls and 3Ls in AY19-20 will have to pay the $120 licensing fee, but 
will not have to pay the remainder of the full $350 access fee for the service upon 
graduating. Instead, they will have the option of paying the difference between the 
amounts they paid while in law school and the full access fee, in their discretion, 
meaning that, if they choose to follow our recommendation to use Adaptibar after 
graduating, the cost will be reduced by the amounts they paid while in law school. 
• Students who transfer to Hastings after a 1L year at another law school will be treated 
the same way we are treating AY19-20 2Ls and 3Ls. 
• LLM students, who are here for only one year but who take classes with JD students, 
will need to pay the $120/year access fee for Adaptibar, and, like current rising 2Ls, 
have the option of reducing cost for the full service post-graduation by that amount if 
they decide to take our advice and use the service when they study for a bar exam. 
• MSL students who are by definition non-lawyers and who will never take a Bar Exam 
must still pay the $120/year fee for access to Adaptibar because they take some MBE-
tested subjects. But they will not have to pay additional amounts at any time. 
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5.1.3 Faculty Hiring 
 
By Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
 
 
 Writing Lecturers. In academic year 2017-18, the faculty voted to adopt the 
recommendations of an ad hoc committee on 1L writing to shift from a staffing model in 1L legal 
writing that was almost exclusively adjunct-based to one that relies more heavily on full-time 
writing lecturers, consistent with our capacity to support the new hires. We currently aim to hire a 
cohort of up to six full-time writing lecturers by 2022.  This year, we hired two new full-time 
writing lecturers, bringing our total cohort to three. The new writing lecturers are Angie Gius and 
Teresa Wall-Cyb, whose resumes are attached as Exhibits A and B, respectively. 
 
Clinical Faculty. The faculty recently lost two full-time long-term contract clinical faculty, 
one of whom retired and another of whom was appointed to serve as a state court judge. We 
recently hired a new clinical long-term contract faculty member and director of externship 
programs to run and expand our judicial, legal, and corporate counsel externship programs. 
Attached as Exhibit C, please find the resume of Nira Geevargis, whom we hired after conducting 
a national search.  
 
Research/Tenure-Track Faculty. Our ladder (tenure-track or tenured) hiring process this 
year did not produce a hire. We are currently budgeting to hire one new ladder faculty member per 
year, on average. In academic year 2019-20, we expect to make up to two ladder faculty hires.  
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5.1.4 Strategic Planning Update 
 
By Morris Ratner, Academic Dean 
 
At the May 30 Board meeting, Strategic Planning Working Group Co-Chairs Academic 
Dean Morris Ratner and Chief Financial Officer David Seward will provide on oral update 
regarding our strategic planning efforts, which are on schedule. In brief, much of the planning has 
taken place through topic subcommittees created by the Working Group, each of which included 
Board of Directors liaisons. Those subcommittees – on student development/teaching, scholarly 
achievement, community engagement and service, the academic village, and fiscal health – are 
creating final reports that translate their research, community engagement, and reflection into 
specific goals and initiatives. Over the summer, the Working Group will integrate those reports 
into a proposed strategic plan, which will be the focus of our fall 2019 Board-Faculty Retreat.  
 
Thus far, the planning process has inspired broad and deep participation by members of 
the UC Hastings community, which is one of the primary goals and intrinsic benefits of such 
planning. It has also provided a forum for us to collectively identify and confront our main 
challenges and opportunities. That is not to suggest that the planning process has produced 
consensus. On the contrary, our diverse community includes persons with varying views on how 
we best advance our mission.  Common threads have emerged, however: Our community should 
be inclusive and welcoming. Our scholarship and teaching should be impactful. Our students 
should be well-prepared for a quickly-changing legal landscape. Our programmatic expenditures 
should align with our strategic priorities and should be regularly evaluated for efficacy. And our 
emerging academic village should support and accelerate efforts to create new institutional 
partnerships, to connect the study of law and other disciplines, and to connect the College with the 
communities in which we are embedded. 
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1. REPORT BY:  Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Updated Gift Report 
 
 
3.  REPORT:   Written 










Page 1Campaign Comparison Year-to-Date5/13/2019
Raised & Received Report
Gift campaign
7/1/2018 to 5/13/20197/1/2017 to 5/13/20187/1/2016 to 5/13/2017
Number of Total Avg given Number of Total Avg given Number of Total Avg given 
Donors given per donor Donors given per donor Donors given per donor 
Capital & Facilities $969,420 $693,636 $1,967,468 $8,012 $7,006 $41,861  121  99  47
Centers & Programs $1,359,060 $2,221,830 $2,894,809 $3,205 $5,167 $6,609  424  430  438
Clinical Education $12,250 $13,819 $5,325 $1,750 $373 $333  7  37  16
Dean's Discretionary $0 $0 $305,000 $0 $0 $101,667  0  0  3
Faculty Chair $252,066 $6,066 $0 $84,022 $3,033 $0  3  2  0
Faculty Support $9,600 $40,037 $128,959 $2,400 $5,720 $32,240  4  7  4
Library $200 $0 $0 $200 $0 $0  1  0  0
Miscellaneous $33,036 $80,062 $507,892 $2,360 $1,271 $1,834  14  63  277
Scholarships $2,177,374 $964,985 $639,498 $14,613 $6,307 $3,457  149  153  185
Student Organizations $64,751 $47,989 $63,129 $270 $238 $253  240  202  250
Unrestricted $838,831 $1,934,121 $877,134 $835 $1,483 $766  1,004  1,304  1,145
$3,120 $2,869 $3,330  1,832  2,092  2,219$5,716,587 $6,002,547 $7,389,214 
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1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Subcommittee on Audit and Approval of    









The 2019 Audit Entrance describing the annual financial and internal control review is 
attached as is the Statement of Work which functions as the engagement letter. 
 
Update on 2018 Audit Findings 
 
As a follow up status report on the findings from the 2018 financial audit, Moss Adams 
reported as an audit finding a Significant Deficiency with regard to cash accounts and 
accrual/payable account reconciliations and controls over financial close and reporting.  
Management issued a Corrective Action Plan with regard to this finding.  The corrective 
action indicated that “the college will engage an independent specialist to perform an 
independent assessment of the design and implementation of internal controls with regard 
to cash accounts”.   
 
In December 2018, Moss Adams was contracted to perform the independent cash 
assessment and work began on January 22, 2019.   The scope of the assessment included, 
but was not limited to, the following: 
 
1. Interviews with UCH employees involved in cash transactions and 
reconciliations. 
2. Review of cash reconciliations performed between September 2017 and June 
2018. 
3. Review of written instructions, if available, with regard to cash accounts. 
4. Identifying controls with regard to cash accounts. 
 
On March 19, 2019, Moss Adams issued a draft report of the results of the cash 
assessment. Moss Adams identified four high priority observations and 





Moss Adams Recommendation UCH Response 
Complete data should be saved as part of the 
reconciliation information.   
 
 
UCH now saves source data (e.g., bank 
statements, general ledger information, etc.) 
prior to formatting this data to ensure no 
loss of data. 
Cash reconciliation instructions should be 
formalized. 
 
UCH engaged a consultant who produced a 
30 page document of instructions with 
regard to cash reconciliations. 
Management should develop guidelines to 
investigate and resolve uncashed or unclaimed 
checks to avoid increasing the balance of 
outstanding items 
UCH is currently producing a formal process 
to investigate stale dated checks with a 
completion date set for May 31, 2019.  
 
Cash transactions may not be accurately 
recorded in the general ledger. Management 
should record an entry to the general ledger 
during the current fiscal period to correct the total 
unreconciled variance.   
A journal entry was processed dated March 






In order to ensure that the cash reconciliations continue to be processed on a timely basis, 
the Senior Accountant, Zack Naqvi, will perform the reconciliation within ten days of the 
last day of each month.  Associate Director of Fiscal Accounting and Reporting, Stacey 
Navins, will review and perform, if necessary, any reconciliation that is not complete by 
the 30th day after the last day of each month.  The Controller, Sandra Plenski, will review 
the reconciliation log for compliance once per month. 
 
 Attachment: Moss Adams analysis. 
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved that the Board of Directors approve the Statement of Work commencing the 
annual audit of the financial statements for 2019. 
 
 
Agenda Item: *6.2 
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ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley 
 
2. SUBJECT:  State Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000  





That the Board of Directors authorize award of the 2018-19 state contracts described in 




Item:   *6.2.1 
 
Title:   Furniture & Equipment – Research Centers 
Vendor Name: Steelcase - OneWorkPlace 
Cost:    $541,770 




Authority is requested to enter in to a contract with Steelcase-OneWorkPlace for the 
purchase and installation of new office furniture and accessories for the 200 McAllister 
remodel project. The College is utilizing the UC system-wide agreement for furniture, as 
it was competitively bid and awarded, and the purchasing policy allows for the College to 
leverage and use UC agreements. 
_____________________ 
 
Item:   *6.2.2 
 
Title:   Campus Security and Police Services 
Vendor Name: UCSF Police Department 
Cost:    $2,270,811 
Term of Contract: Renewal for Fiscal Year 2019-2020  
 
Description: 
Authority is requested to continue the contract with UCSF PD for campus-wide security 
and police services for fiscal year 2019-20 in accordance with the budget memo dated 
March 5, 2019. The proposed contract for 2019-20 is: 
  
 Basic Police Services:  $1,265,806 
 Security Services:  $1,005,005 








Item:   *6.2.3 
 
Title:   Hastings Magazine  
Vendor Name: DCP 
Cost:    $150,000 




Authority is requested to enter into a contract with DCP to produce the next issue of the 





Item:   *6.2.4 
 
Title:   Ongoing Website Maintenance  
Vendor Name: Modern Tribe 
Cost:    $130,000 




Authority is requested to enter into an agreement for annual ongoing website 
maintenance for the uchastings.edu domain.  Modern Tribe performed the re-design of 





Item:   *6.2.5 
 
 
Title:   Digital Marketing Campaign  
Vendor Name: MF Digital Marketing 
Cost:    $210,000 




Authority is requested to enter into a contract with MF Digital Marketing for digital 




marketing work in 2018-19 for the MSL program as the outcome of a request for 
proposals process.  Based on our recent history with MF Digital and for continuity and 
consistency of message and branding of the campaign, the College would like to continue 







4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
That the Finance Committee recommend that the Board of Directors approve award of 
contracts and grants listed below.   
 
*6.2.1  Furniture & Equipment – Steelcase- OneWorkPlace       $541,770 
*6.2.2 Security & Police Services - UCSF Police Department  $2,270,811 
*6.2.3 Hastings Magazine – DCP        $150,000 
*6.2.4 Ongoing Website Maintenance – Modern Tribe      $130,000 
*6.2.5 Digital Marketing Campaign- MF Digital Marketing     $210,000 





Agenda Item: *6.3 
Board of Directors 
May 30, 2019 
 
 
ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Nonstate Contracts and Grants in Excess of $50,000  




That the Board of Directors authorize award of the nonstate contracts and grants 




Item:   *6.3.1 
Title:   Grant Funding  - Pharmaceutical Prices: Drivers & Solutions 
Vendor Name: Arnold Ventures 
Amount:   $1,070,887 




Authority is requested to enter into a grant funding agreement with the Arnold foundation 
for the funding of three projects over a two-year period. This work would be performed 
under the supervision of Professor Robin Feldman, Institute for Innovation Law.  Projects 
in this grant include: 
1. Pharma Games in Non-Biologic Drugs 
2. How advertising Drives Utilization 
3. R-Imagining the Supply Chain 
These three projects are part of one grant proposal.  The specific timelines are not set, and 





Item:   *6.3.2 
 
Title:   Grant Funding - Promoting Competition in Healthcare 
Vendor Name: Arnold Ventures  
Amount:   $1,037,638 








Authority is requested to enter into a grant funding agreement with the Arnold foundation 
for the funding of a project focusing on the role of states in promoting competition in 
healthcare utilizing a legal and economic analysis, and is proposed over a two-year time 
span.  This work would be performed under the supervision of Professor Jaime King, 
UCSF – UC Hastings Consortium. 
This work is being performed in part by UC Berkeley.  Of the amount awarded, $408,000 
is budgeted to support this sub-award.  Included in the award is a 15% overhead rate for 




Item:   *6.3.3 
 
Title:   Grant Funding - Older Adult Legal Assistance 
Vendor Name: Department of Health and Human Services (Administration for 
Community Living) 
Amount:   $304,837 




Authority is requested to enter into a grant funding agreement, if awarded, with the 
Department of Health and Human Services (Administration for Community Living - 
ACL) to fund a grant project entitled Legal Assistance Enhancement Program. The Legal 
Assistance Enhancement Program (LEAP) will strengthen and enhance the effectiveness 
and efficiency of legal assistance programs serving older Americans. This funding 
opportunity promotes enhancements, including innovations to legal assistance services, 
practices, partnerships, and capabilities consistent with ACL’s mission and the Older 




Item:   *6.3.4 
 
Title:   Grant Funding - Explanation of Flavored Tobacco 
Vendor Name: California Department of Public Health 
Amount:   $139,280 




Authority is requested to enter into a grant funding agreement with the California 
Department of Public Health in order for UC Hastings Law to develop a white paper and 
model language which will assess the feasibility of using a non-flavored tobacco product 




directory to facilitate implementation and compliance with tobacco control policies that 
prohibit or restrict the sales of flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes, and 
explore how such a directory could be used and implemented. 




Item:   *6.3.5 
 
Title:   Grant Funding - Competition Blocking 
Vendor Name: Washington Center for Equitable Growth  
Amount:   $117,314 
Term of Contract: Fiscal Year 2019-2020 
 
Description: 
Authority is request to enter into a grant agreement with Washington Center for Equitable 
Growth for the research project entitled “Examining the Mechanisms, Pervasiveness, and 
Solutions to Pharmaceutical “Product Hopping” in Blocking Generic Competition.” 
These initiatives follow hearings by various committees of the U.S. House and Senate, 
public comment requests from federal regulatory agencies, and explorations in dozens of 
states. Robust and comprehensive data will be critical as legislative and regulatory actors 
attempt to address rising drug prices. By quantifying the extent to which certain 
behaviors are contributing to the burden on consumers, society, and taxpayers, this study 





Item:   *6.3.6 
 
Title:   Legal Services Contract - Older Adult Legal Services 
Vendor Name: SF Human Services Agency  
Amount:  $149,790 
Term of Contract: Fiscal Year 2019-2020 
 
Description: 
Authority is requested to enter into a contract with the City and County of San Francisco 
to provide legal services for seniors through the UCH Medical Legal Partnership for 
Senior funding agreement with the San Francisco Human Services Agency. The contract 
funds the objective to serve 150 clients annually with an approximate total of 1300 units 
of legal assistance service in order to meet outcomes of maintaining or increasing client 
healthcare benefits, maintaining or increasing client income sources, preventing client 
evictions, completing life and disability planning legal documents, and ensuring safer 










Item:   *6.3.7 
 
Title:   Work Life Law Consulting  
Vendor Name: Cynthia Calvert 
Cost:    $65,500 




Authority is request to enter into a contract with Cynthia Calvert, consultant for the 
WorkLife Law Department. Consultancy to include continued administration of the WLL 
hotline, and Attorney Network.  Ms. Calvert will also continue her work with the FRD 





Item:   *6.3.8 
 
Title:   LEOP 50th Anniversary Celebration  
Vendor Name: Ritz-Carlton San Francisco 
Cost:    $65,000 




Authority is requested to enter into a contract with The Ritz-Carlton of San Francisco as 
the venue for the LEOP 50th anniversary celebration to be held in October 2019. The 
agreement is a Ritz-Carlton standard catering contract with a deposit and payment plan, 




Item:   *6.3.9 
 
Title:   Alumni Video 
Vendor Name: Corduroy Media, LLC 
Cost:    $50,000 




Authority is requested to enter in to a contract with Corduroy Media for the creation and 
production of the Alumni Video.   
 







4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
 
That the Board of Directors approve award of contracts and grants listed below. 
 
*6.3.1   Arnold Ventures- Pharmaceutical Prices: Drivers & Solutions   $1,070,88  
*6.3.2   Arnold Ventures- Promoting Competition in Healthcare     $1,037,638          
*6.3.3   Department of Health and Human Services (ACL)                         $304,837 
*6.3.4   California Department of Public Health - Explanation of Flavored Tobacco 
               $139,280 
*6.3.5  Washington Center for Equitable Growth - Competition Blocking 
              $117,315 
*6.3.6 Legal Services Revenue - Older Adult Legal Services        $149,790 
*6.3.7 Work Life Law Consulting - Cynthia Calvert          $65,500 
*6.3.8 LEOP 50th Anniversary Celebration – Ritz Carlton San Francisco        $65,000 










Agenda Item: *6.4 
Board of Directors 





ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Contract and Service Agreement Renewals 
    in Excess of $50,000 for 2019-20   




That the Board of Directors authorize award of the 2019-20 Contract and Service Agreement 




The College’s Financial Operations Policy Manual requires that contracts in excess of $50,000 
be reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors.  In the conduct of its business, agreements 
are entered into that are renewed on an annual basis subject to continued performance, service 
and cost and program considerations.  
                       
  
Vendor Service Amount 
Alliant Insurance program. Liability, garage keeper, property, 
crime insurance programs.  Alliant’s commission is capped 
at 12% of policy premiums and is included in the amount. 
$72,000 
CSAC EIA Excess Workers’ Compensation Insurance and Medical 
Malpractice insurance program, paid directly to CSAC 
EIA. 
$135,000 
UC Regents Graduate Student Health Insurance Program (GSHIP) $1,700,000 
Ellucian Software - Hosted Services. The college’s enterprise 
financial system 
$152,000 
Ellucian Software - Annual Maintenance $184,000 
Concur Expense Management Software for purchasing card and 
out-of-pocket expenses, as well as invoice payments. 
$65,000 
UC Irvine Online Time Reporting System for hourly and salary staff, 
and student employees 
$65,000 
Salesforce Customer Relationship Management and Business 
Software for adjunct and consultant contracts, student 
cases, and other business workflows 
$53,000 
Simplrr Hosting of the college’s new intranet site $63,000 
SHI Overage coverage related to the Microsoft cloud system 
(Azure) in use by the college  
$50,000 
Bloomberg/BNA Law Library Database, annual subscription $63,000 
LexisNexis Online Subscription to LexisNexis $53,000 
LexisNexis Access LexisNexis Digital Library $54,000 
Vendor Service Amount 
ExLibris Alma/Primo Annual Renewal $72,000 
SCELC Law Library Database $58,000 
West Group Westlaw Practice Ready program $91,000 




4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
That the Board of Directors authorize award of the 2019-20 Contract and Service Agreement 
Renewals in excess of $50,000 as described in this report.  
 
 
Agenda Item: *6.5 
Board of Directors 
May 30, 2019 
ACTION ITEM 
1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley 
2. SUBJECT: Cash Management ––Transfer GEP to STIP 
3. RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board of Directors authorize the CFO to transfer an amount not to exceed 
$3 million from the General Endowment Pool (GEP) to the Short Term Investment 
Pool (STIP) in the event that cash balances are inadequate. 
4. BACKGROUND:
The approved 2018-19 budget for Core Operations (i.e., state appropriations and 
student fee revenues) authorized deficit spending to support the school’s financial aid 
strategy:  an operating deficit of $1.9 million for Core Operations (inclusive of $4.5 
million in cash for future Diversity Pipeline Scholarships awards).  Offsetting is $1.9 
million in net income from Auxiliary Enterprises. 
Cash balances as of May 8, 2019 total $11.7 million in STIP and the Wells Fargo 
Commercial account; the State of California’s monthly allotment of $1.5 million is 
expected shortly.  Monthly cash disbursements average $4.5 million with payroll 
(salary and benefits) comprising $3.3 million of this amount.  The College’s cash 
balances will be replenished in August 2019 with revenues from Academic Year 2019 
enrollment.  While cash balances should be sufficient to cover budgeted expenses for 
the next three months, having a contingency plan that would allow for the liquidation 
of invested reserves would be prudent. 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION:
Resolved, that the Board of Directors authorize the CFO to transfer an amount not to 
exceed $3 million from the General Endowment Pool (GEP) to the Short Term 
Investment Pool (STIP) in the event that cash balances are inadequate to cover 
budgeted expenses.  Be it further resolved, that this grant of discretion extend only to 
September 1, 2019. 
 
   Agenda Item: *6.6 
Board of Directors 




1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley 
 




That the Board of Directors approve the attached 2019-20 proposed budgets for Auxiliary 
Enterprises -- McAllister Tower, Parking Garage, Student Health Services, Business 




Consistent with previous years, the proposed 2019-20 budgets are being presented to the 
Board of Directors at its June meeting for all auxiliary enterprises. 
 
Administrative Overhead  
 
For all auxiliary enterprises the administrative overhead or indirect cost rate is 12% of 
total operating revenues. While this is a cash neutral charge (it does not result in more 
overall unrestricted funds available to the College) it shifts cash from nonstate to state 
funding sources to capture the cost of central support services provided to these self-









McAllister Tower $679,241 $657,475 $21,766 $624,909
Parking Garage 319,563        303,055        16,508          299,985        
Health Services 87,807          83,490          4,317            83,194          
Business Center 36,600          37,800          (1,200)          42,420          
Events Center 30,000          22,800          7,200            n/a
Total Overhead $1,153,211 $1,104,620 $48,591 1,050,508$   
 
 
Salaries and Wages 
 
Consistent with budgeting practices in California public Higher Education, the 2019-20 
auxiliary budgets include compensation pools sufficient to fund the cost of staff salaries 
and wages adjustments at 3%. As negotiated in the contract finalized early 2015, 
AFSCME employees last received a 2.5% general salary increase effective January 1, 
2017 (non-represented employees did not receive this increase); adjustments to AFSCME 






 Apartment and Commercial Rent – Revenue for 2019-20 is projected to increase by 
three percent from 2018-19 budgeted levels. As approved by the Board of Directors at 
their March 2019 meeting, rent increases of 4% for residential rentals effective 
August 1, 2019, are included and the total projected revenues are $5,178,261 after 
factoring current trends in vacancy rates. Commercial rent revenue is budgeted at 




 Salaries and Wages – In addition to the provision for a general salary increase 
mentioned above, the Tower budget includes the full-year cost of a reclassification 
effective January 1, 2019. 
 Regular Contract Services – This category includes contract costs for janitorial, 
engineering and security services. Janitorial services transitioned to new service 
provider Township Building Services effective February 1, 2018, and rates increased 
February 2019. The 2019-20 budget reflects the full-year cost of the current rate and 
projects additional extra services at $24,000. Engineering services are provided by 
George S. Hall, Inc. and transitioned from ABM effective January 1, 2019. The base 
contract is budgeted and provisions for 3% projected overall increases and a wage 
increase for the Chief Engineer are included. Security services, provided by UCSF 
PD are budgeted at 2018-19 budget of $373,044 pending final contract. 
 Other Contract Services – The 2019-20 budget includes one-time allocation of 
$10,000 supporting consultant services for the replacement of the front door. 
 Maintenance and Special Repairs – This reporting category includes regular ongoing 
building and elevator maintenance, pest control, window washing, and special one-
time repairs. The 2019-20 budget includes these special repairs: 
o $105,000 carryover of the 2018-19 allocation for the front door project, an 
estimate of the contract amount remaining as of June 2019. 
o $120,000 to replace the fire pump, an estimate for a project to be bid 
o $27,500 for masonry repair in the back of the building 
 Miscellaneous – The largest items included in this expenditure category include 
furniture rental budgeted at $70,500 (an amount that is fully recovered through 





 Parking Operations – The 2019-20 projected revenue is $2,276,861 or six percent 
over projected 2018-19 revenues, reflecting the new hourly rate structure proposed in 




 Maintenance and Special Repairs – This reporting category includes regular ongoing 
maintenance costs including equipment, elevators, fire-life safety systems, and pest 
control. The 2018-19 budget included a one-time allocation of $50,000 for special 
repairs and maintenance of the metal pedestrian access gates due to corrosion. 
 




 Fees – The current fee of $683 per student to fund the self-supporting Student Health 
Service Center is proposed in a separate agenda item to increase by 5% to $717. The 
$100 Graduate Student Health Insurance Plan campus administrative fee is proposed 
to remain unchanged from 2018-19. The fee revenue projections estimate 966 FTE 
students paying the Health Center Fee and 386 (40%) paying the GSHIP 
Administration Fee. An overall fee revenue increase of five percent is projected or 




 Salaries and Wages – In addition to the provision for a general salary increase 
mentioned above, the Student Health Services budget includes a transfer of budget 
from the contracted services line to this category of wage paid by Hastings and the 
cost related to an increase in four psychiatry hours per week. 
 Consultant and Contracted Services – The 2019-20 budget reflects a transfer to the 






 Copy Services – The 2019-20 revenue budget reflects the continued trend of printing 
at the College. A rate increase is not being proposed. Pricing for staff and faculty is 
fair and slightly below the local market (UPS, SF Print, Fedex, Kinkos). Increasing 
recharge rates for staff and faculty would likely cause staff to take business off 
campus, reducing revenue, but not reducing program cost.  Pricing has therefore been 
kept consistent to staff and faculty. Student pricing is below the local market. While 
the volume of student printing is consistent, revenue is down due to the pricing 
adjustment. 
 
UCH Faculty/Staff B&W impression rate: 
$0.06 at the BC 
$0.10 at self-serve Xerox satellites 
$0.12 at departmental HP satellites 
 
UCH Student B&W rate: 
$0.06 at the BC 
$0.09 at self-serve satellites 
 





 Contracted Services – The 2019-20 budget reflects a proposal from UCSF Documents 
and Media that includes a one-time server purchase as well as standard monthly print 
system charges and printer fleet support. The Purchase Department will be 




A new auxiliary enterprise Events Center program was established in 2018-19 to 
segregate and track activities in what is expected to become a significant revenue 
generating program in the future. With the exception of administrative overhead, the 
following revenues and nonmandatory transfers currently exist within the College’s 




 Room Rentals – The 2019-20 revenue projection of $250,000 is based on 2018-19 
activity to-date and projected contracts (e.g., UC Davis 2nd student cohort). While 
recognizing that the Louis B. Mayer Lounge will be offline and unavailable for rental 
in March 2020, the new 333 Golden Gate building should be online and available to 
rent around the same time. 
  
Nonoperating Revenues/ Expenses 
 
 Nonmandatory Transfer to Other Funds -- Income from room rentals has historically 
provided funding of approximately $150,000 for nonstate expenditures that do not 
have other revenue support (e.g., Chancellor & Dean, Board of Directors, and 
Executive Administration funds). The 2019-20 funding transfer budget is proposed in 
an amount that allows a break-even operational result or $137,601. 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved that the Board of Directors approves the attached 2018-19 budgets for 
Auxiliary Enterprises -- McAllister Tower, Parking Garage, Student Health Services, 





 Auxiliary Enterprises – 2019-20 Proposed Budgets 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW











Center  Total 
Revenues 5,660,344      2,663,024      731,722         305,000         250,000         9,610,090      
Expenditures* 3,784,420      1,036,733      720,345         338,350         112,399         5,992,247      
Net Operations 1,875,924      1,626,291      11,377           (33,350)          137,601         3,617,843      
Nonoperating Revenues/(Expenses)
Investment Income 75,000           2,000             6,500             500                -                 84,000           
Funded from Bond Proceeds -                 13,936           -                 -                 -                 13,936           
Debt Service -                 (1,406,447)     -                 -                 -                 (1,406,447)     
Transfer to/from Other Funds -                 -                 -                 -                 (137,601)        (137,601)        
Sub-total 75,000           (1,390,511)     6,500             500                (137,601)        (1,446,112)     
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 1,950,924$    235,780$       17,877$         (32,850)$        -$               2,171,731$    
*Includes $1153,211 in administrative overhead assessments reflecting 12% of operating revenues. Absent these indirect costs the 
budgeted net results for auxiliary enterprises is $3,324,942.






Proposed Revised Proposed to Year-end
Budget Budget 2018-19 Revised Actual
2019-20 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
 Apartment & Commercial Rent 5,637,094     * 5,455,707     3% 5,184,561     
 Other 23,250          23,250          0% 23,012          
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 5,660,344$   5,478,957$   3% 5,207,573$   
EXPENDITURES
 Salaries and Wages 98,214          * 90,245          9% 84,871          
 Student Wages--Regular & Work-study 21,500          21,700          -1% 18,596          
 Staff Benefits 33,393          30,683          9% 30,334          
 Regular Contract Services 1,358,044     * 1,345,693     1% 1,299,875     
 Other Contract Services 10,000          * 3,945            153% 41,347          
 Utilities 814,229        791,283        3% 752,308        
 Maintenance & Special Repairs 388,026        * 335,292        16% 170,071        
 Insurance 124,167        124,167        0% 115,771        
 Supplies 100,000        100,000        0% 126,196        
 Printing & Reproduction 1,800            1,800            0% 1,255            
 Telephone & Mail 776               776               0% 856               
 Miscellaneous 155,030        * 172,042        -10% 103,952        
 Equipment & Building Improvements -                     2,652            -100% 14,207          
 Overhead Pro Rata 679,241        * 657,475        3% 624,909        
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 3,784,420$   3,677,753$   3% 3,384,548$   
NET OPERATIONS 1,875,924$   1,801,204$   4% 1,823,025$   
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
 Investment Income 75,000          75,000          0% 76,102          
 Realized Gain/Loss from Sale of Investments -                    -                    -- 78,262          
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    -- (6,331)           
 Transfer to Other Funds -                     (5,000)           -100% (1,179,179)    
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES 75,000$        70,000$        7% (1,031,146)$  
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 1,950,924$   1,871,204$   4% 791,879$      
*See attached narrative.
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Hastings Parking Garage and Retail
2019-20 Proposed Budget
5/9/2019
  Percentage  
Change 2019-20
Proposed Revised Proposed to Year-end
Budget Budget 2018-19 Revised Actual
2019-20 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
 Parking Operations 2,276,861      * 2,151,000      6% 2,135,966      
 Retail Leases 385,163         373,461         3% 363,424         
 Other (including Storage) 1,000             1,000             0% 802                
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 2,663,024$    2,525,461$    5% 2,500,192$    
EXPENDITURES
 Salaries and Wages 239,565          234,291         2% 272,200         
 Staff Benefits 81,452           79,659           2% 97,262           
 Regular Contract Services 123,576          123,576         0% 115,327         
 Other Contract Services 13,140           16,405           -20% -                    
 Utilities 92,500           89,544           3% 77,343           
 Maintenance & Special Repairs 40,557           * 90,738           -55% 39,530           
 Insurance 65,380           65,380           0% 59,503           
 Supplies 10,000           10,000           0% 13,036           
 Printing, Telephone and Mail 6,000             6,647             -10% 2,640             
 Miscellaneous & Credit Card Fees 45,000           41,275           9% 43,092           
 Overhead Pro Rata 319,563         * 303,055         5% 299,985         
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 1,036,733$    1,060,570$    -2% 1,019,919$    
NET OPERATIONS 1,626,291$    1,464,891$    11% 1,480,274$    
 Investment Income 2,000$           2,000$           0% 3,952$           
 Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                    -                    -- 445                
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    -- (36)                 
 Funded from Bond Proceeds 13,936           -                    -- 10,589           
 Debt Service (Principal & Interest) (1,406,447)      (1,398,602)     1% (1,585,096)     
 Transfer from Other Funds -                    -                    1,154,179      
 Cash Short/Over -                    -                    -- (319)               
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) (1,390,511)$   (1,396,602)$   0% (416,285)$      
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 235,780$       68,289$         245% 1,063,989$    
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
*See attached narrative.







 Proposed Revised Proposed to Year-end
 Budget Budget 2018-19 Revised Actual
2019-20 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
Fees 731,222$  * 695,357$    5% 692,920$    
Other 500           392             28% 363             
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 731,722$  695,749$    5% 693,282$    
EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages 439,879 * 406,794 8% 389,707
Staff Benefits 78,364 78,801 -1% 79,292
Consultants and Contracted Services 73,893 * 92,079 -20% 71,125
Insurance 15,852 15,852 0% 28,342
Supplies 12,200 15,379 -21% 14,208
Printing, Telephone and Mail 1,900 1,900 0% 2,362
Travel 8,000 9,833 -19% 722             
Miscellaneous 1,650 2,055 -20% 1,725          
Events 800 500 60% 156             
Overhead Pro Rata 87,807      * 83,490        5% 83,194        
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 720,345$  706,683$    2% 670,833$    
NET OPERATIONS 11,377$    (10,934)$    -204% 22,449$      
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income 6,500        6,000          8% 6,015          
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                -                 -- 123             
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                -                 -- (10)             
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) 6,500$      6,000$        8% 6,128$        
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 17,877$    (4,934)$      -462% 28,577$      
*See attached narrative.






 Proposed  Proposed to Year-end
 Budget Budget 2018-19 Actual
2019-20 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
Copy Services 305,000$  * 315,000$  -3% 353,501$    
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 305,000$  315,000$  -3% 353,501$    
EXPENDITURES
Contracted Services 300,000 * 287,250 4% 285,534      
Supplies 1,500 250 500% 195             
Printing 250           500           -50% 472             
Events & Promotions 0 250 -100% -                  
Miscellaneous 0 250 -100% -                  
Overhead Pro Rata 36,600      * 37,800      -3% 42,420        
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 338,350$  326,300$  4% 328,620$    
NET OPERATIONS (33,350)$   (11,300)$   195% 24,881$      
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income 500           500           0% 641             
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) 500$         500$         0% 641$           
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (32,850)$   (10,800)$   204% 25,522$      
*See attached narrative.






 Proposed  Proposed to Year-end
 Budget Budget 2018-19 Actual
2019-20 2018-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
Room Rental 250,000$  * 190,000$  32% -$           
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 250,000$  190,000$  32% -$           
EXPENDITURES
Staff Salaries and Wages 58,380       57,180      2%
Student Wages -            7,500        -100%
Staff Benefits 19,849      19,441      2%
Supplies 1,670        1,500        11%
Printing and Mail 2,500        750           233%
Travel and Training -            2,000        -100%
Miscellaneous -            100           -100%
Overhead Pro Rata 30,000      * 22,800      32% -                 
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 112,399$  111,271$  1% -$           
NET OPERATIONS 137,601$  78,729$    75% -$           
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Nonmandatory Transfers to/from Other Funds (137,601)   * (78,729)     75% -             
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) (137,601)$ (78,729)$   75% -$           
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS -$          -$          -- -$           
*See attached narrative.
1 
Agenda Item: *6.7 
Board of Directors 
May 30, 2019 
ACTION ITEM 
1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley 
2. SUBJECT: Budget Pre-authorizations for 2019-20 
3. RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board of Directors authorize the expenditure activities as described in this 
report, prior to the Board’s adoption of the annual 2019-20 budget at its September 2019 
meeting. 
4. BACKGROUND:
The College’s budget for 2019-20 will be presented to the Board of Directors at is 
September 2019 meeting. The projects and activities described below require the 
expenditure of funds prior to the September meeting to permit the timely attainment of 
project deliverables and high priority activities. 
14.1 New Staff Line – Professionalized Associate Academic Dean      $188,000 
Requested is budget authority to establish a new, permanent position to function as 
Associate Academic Dean, converting it into the equivalent of an “assistant dean of 
students” role occupied by a full-time staff person. This plan has been previously 
reported to the Board of Directors at its December 2018 meeting.  Costs, including 
benefits, is estimated at $188,000. 
14.2 New Staff Line – OASIS/LEOP Academic Support Specialist $103,000 
Requested is budget authority to establish a new, permanent position to function as an 
Academic Support Specialist for the OASIS/LEOP program.  Since 2016, the College has 
expanded academic skills instructional and support infrastructure by creating an academic 
skills department around our previously narrowly defined Academic Support Department, 
redirecting existing faculty and hiring new faculty, and creating or improving an array of 
classes and programming, and by adding features to our writing program. 
Last year, on an experimental basis, just for the year, an Academic Support Specialist 
was hired on a temporary basis to provide specialized support to LEOP students and to 
bring a greater level of supervision to the LEOP Tutor program.  The existence of this 
role is believed to be a potential explanation why the Fall 2018 LEOP admits 
outperformed their LSAT metrics for the first time in many years.  Costs, including 
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benefits, is estimated at $103,000.  Funding for this purpose is currently allocated 
(supporting the temporary position); this funding will be redirected to support the 
ongoing positon. 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors authorizes the expenditure activities as described in 
this report, prior to the Board’s adoption of the 2019-20 budget. 
 
Attachments 
• 5.1.4 New Staff Line – Professionalized Associate Academic Dean 
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5.1.4 New Staff Line – Professionalized Associate Academic Dean 
By Morris Ratner, Academic Dean 
This is an information report. As previously reported to the Board, the College hopes to 
professionalize the role of Associate Academic Dean, converting it into the equivalent of an 
“assistant dean of students” role occupied by a full-time staff person. This will be accomplished 
via three moves: Associate Academic Dean Jeff Lefstin will return to being a full-time scholar and 
classroom professor starting July 1, 2019. Assistant Dean of Students Grace Hum, who currently 
runs Student Services, among other duties, will step into the Associate Academic Dean (“AAD”) 
role, carrying her current title of Assistant Dean of Students with her – that title will replace the 
Associate Academic Dean title. Dean Hum’s current role will be backfilled by a Director of 
Student Services. The result is a net addition of one staff line. The remainder of this report provides 
background.  
The role performed in most higher education institutions by a “dean of students” – normally 
the highest-ranking decanal role focused primarily on student affairs and wellbeing – has 
traditionally been performed at UC Hastings by an AAD, a tenured member of the faculty who, 
under the supervision of the Academic Dean, serves in the role in exchange for a reduced teaching 
load and a stipend, and whose responsibilities include, among other things:  
• Updating Academic Regulations to address changing student and institutional needs, in
coordination with the Academic Dean and through our committee process;
• Interpreting and applying our Academic Regulations to students;
• Developing other student-facing regulations and policies necessary to enhance and
structure the student experience;
• Student advising;
• Approving joint degree proposals and related issues;
• Addressing exam administration irregularities;
• Addressing student leaves and transfers;
• Approving special course loads and absences;
• Supervising Student Services and Disability Resource Program;
• Coordinating and managing the College’s response to individual student needs, including
students of concern;
• Addressing student disciplinary issues or complaints; and
• Supervising design and implementation of student-facing events and co-curricular
instruction, including Orientation and Inns of Court.
Our reliance on full-time, tenured faculty to perform this function has certain upsides. Those 
faculty members command respect of colleagues and students, understand the College’s needs, 
and generally have excellent judgment. Also, the AAD role has been a training ground and 
stepping stone for some faculty to take on additional administrative duties.  
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However, the downsides of relying on tenured faculty outweigh the advantages. The 
faculty appointed to the AAD role naturally tend to be our strongest teaching faculty, and their 
service in an administrative role limits their ability to teach. Having tenured faculty in this 
administrative role also limits their ability to produce scholarship, or engage in other forms of 
service that more directly call on their scholarly expertise. The current occupant of the AAD role, 
Professor Jeff Lefstin, is a nationally prominent intellectual property scholar and advisor for our 
IP concentration. He stepped into the role in January 2015, when former AAD Heather Field 
stepped down. Professor Field is a productive tax scholar, Senior Faculty Co-Director of the Center 
on Tax Law, and the Tax Law Concentration Advisor. Professor Field served in the AAD role for 
2.5 years, and succeeded a line of talented classroom professors and scholars, each of whose 
scholarship and teaching work was disrupted by temporary administrative service, and each of 
whom served in the AAD role for only a limited period of time.  
In addition to pulling talented classroom professors and scholars away from teaching and 
research, the rotating nature of the AAD role is administratively disruptive. Each time a new 
faculty member transitions into the role, the faculty member needs to be trained, and needs space 
to acquire expertise necessary to articulate and realize his or her vision, complete implementation 
of which may be difficult to realize in the span of only a few years. 
The plan is that as of July 1, Assistant Dean Grace Hum will assume the responsibilities 
associated with the AAD role, keeping all student-facing functions. Some faculty-facing functions, 
such as enforcing grade distributions, will shift to the Academic Dean, who will also assume 
responsibility for directly supervising Records.  To meet that timeline, the College has the 
commenced a hiring process for a new Director of Student Services. That person would assume 
most of the duties we currently associate with the Assistant Dean of Students role, which, as noted, 
currently includes running the College’s Student Services department. 
The professionalization of the AAD role will bring stability and the capacity for long term 
planning and execution of initiatives, while keeping our top classroom faculty and scholars 
engaged in pursuits that are best suited to their skill sets. A formal proposal and action item 
supported by financial information regarding the cost of this change was presented to the Finance 
Committee at its last meeting.  
Agenda Item: *6.8 
Board of Directors 
May 30, 2019  
ACTION ITEM 
1. REPORT BY: Finance Committee Chair Don Bradley
2. SUBJECT: Miscellaneous and Other Fees for 2019-20 
3. RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Directors approve miscellaneous fees and other fees for 2019-20 as 
described in this report.  Any recommended fee structure would be subject to change at any 
time as a result of gubernatorial or legislative changes, or other determinations, made by the 
Board of Directors. 
4. BACKGROUND
The By-laws of the College provide that the Finance Committee considers and makes 
recommendations to the Board concerning the assessment of registration fees, educational fees, 
compulsory student activity fees, housing and parking charges and all other fees of the College. 
*6.8.1 Increase for Student Health Services Center Fee
For 2019-20, a fee of $717 (an increase of $34, or 5%) is needed to fund the operation of the 
Student Health Center.  Revenue from the fee is used to cover costs including payroll and 
contracted staff, medical supplies and equipment, additional hours of coverage, internal 
overhead, and professional liability insurance.   
*6.8..2 Increase for UC Graduate Student Health Insurance Program (SHIP)
UC Hastings participates in the UC Graduate SHIP managed by the University of California.  
This allows students and their spouses’ health coverage at competitive rates by achieving 
economies of scale by virtue of the system-wide character of the program.  A Campus Program 
Fee, to support administrative costs related to the program, is unchanged from the prior year. 
For 2018-19, the total annual premium and fee is $4,684; for 2019-20, the premium and fee is 
$5,058.  This represents an increase of $374 (or 8.0%) over the past year. This fee is waivable 






• Medical 4,678 
• Dental 230 
• Vision 50 
Sub-total $4,958 






*6.8.3 New Mandatory Campus Fee – Adaptibar Bar Review Online Tool 
 
A new mandatory campus fee of $120 per year is proposed to provide every student – JD, 
LLM and MSL – with access for the entire period of their matriculation.   As noted in 
Academic Dean Ratner’s April 23 analysis (attached):  “Adaptibar.com is an online tool that 
includes the full database of more than 1,700 previously-released NCBE MBE questions. The 
database can be searched by faculty by subject and issue in order to create practice tests for 
students in MBE-tested subjects, including required 1L and upper division courses (Civil 
Procedure, Torts, Criminal Law and Procedure, Constitutional Law, Contracts & Sales, 
Evidence, and Real Property). Students would also be able to use the database in 3L for-credit 
bar prep classes, which other schools, including UC Irvine and Pepperdine, already require. 
Payment is a flat fee that Adaptibar has agreed to allow us to spread over three years.”  The fee 
would be applied to the fall billing for each academic year.  UC Hastings would also pay a 
$4,000 annual fee for data analytics functionality.  
 
*6.8.4 Increase for Summer Legal Institute  
 
Fees for the Summer Legal Institute Fee are proposed to increase by 5% ($63); from $1,260 
per unit in summer 2019 to $1,323 per unit in summer 2020.  A multi-year plan is in place to 
achieve parity with the per unit charge derived from the General Enrollment Fee (currently 
$1,812 per unit).    
 
*6.8.5 Increase in Hourly Rates – UC Hastings Parking Garage 
 
Proposed are a series of adjustments in hourly rates for the parking garage.  Rates for Early 





















1 3.00 3.00 5.50 5.50 6.00 6.00 
1.5 6.00 4.00 7.50 5.00 12.00 8.00 
2 9.00 4.50 10.00 5.00 12.00 6.00 
2.5 12 4.80 12.50 5.00 18.00 7.20 
3 12.00 4.00 15.00 5.00 18.00 6.00 
3.5 18.00 5.14 17.50 5.00 24.00 6.86 
4 18.00 4.50 20.00 5.00 24.00 6.00 
4.5 21.00 4.67 22.50 5.00 29.00 6.44 
5.0 24.00 4.80 25.00 5.00 29.00 5.80 
5.5 24.00 4.80 25.00 5.00 29.00 5.80 









*6.8.6 Continuation of Freeze on General Enrollment and Other Mandatory Fees 
       
It is recommended that the following fees be maintained into 2019-20: 
• JD General Enrollment Fee of $43,486 (No change) 
• Nonresident Tuition of $6,000 (No change) 
• MSL Tuition of $39,000 
• LLM Tuition of $47,500 (No change) 
• Student Activity Fee $157 (No change) 
 
Any adopted fee structure would be subject to change at any time as a result of gubernatorial or 
legislative changes, or other determinations, as made by the Board of Directors. 
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved that the Board of Directors approve the miscellaneous and other fees for 2019-20 
listed below: 
 
*6.8.1 Student Health Center Fee  $717  
*6.8.2 UC Students Health Insurance Program Premium       $5,058 
*6.8.3 Mandatory Campus Fee – Adaptibar MBE Bar Review  $120   
*6.8.4 Summer Legal Institute $1,323/unit  
*6.8.5 Hourly Rates – UC Hastings Parking Garage See Above 
*6.8.6 Continuation of Freeze on General Enrollment and Other Fees 
a. JD General Enrollment Fee    $43,486 (no change) 
b. Nonresident Tuition       $6,000 (no change) 
c. MSL Tuition      $39,000 (no change) 
d. LLM Tuition      $47,500 (no change) 






To:  David Faigman and David Seward 
From:  Morris Ratner, Stefano Moscato, and Margaret Greer 
Date:  April 23, 2019 
Re:  Student Fee for Adaptibar – Bar Preparation Resource and Learning Tool 
 
 After evaluating likely efficacy and conferring with and surveying faculty who teach 
subjects tested on the Multistate Bar Exam (MBE), and after conferring informally with students, 
we recommend that the College require all students to purchase access to the full database of 
previously-released National Association of Bar Examiners questions for use as exercises in all 
MBE-tested subjects, starting with the 2019-20 academic year. We can do so via a student fee that 
would pay for a service we already recommend that our graduates use for bar prep called 
Adaptibar.com. This resource not only includes 1,700-plus actual prior MBE questions, but also 
allows us to search the database by subject and issue to create practice exams, and allows faculty 
and students to assess how individual students are doing and how we are doing across categories 
of classes to prepare our students for the Bar Exam, in real time, without having to wait until 
students graduate to see how we are doing. The fee would be $120 per student for each year the 
student is enrolled at UC Hastings, and would entitle our graduates to have access to the service 
after graduation as they study for the July Bar Exam. 
 
Section I, below, describes the Adaptibar.com resource and explains how we would use it 
as a learning and assessment tool. Section II summarizes the data we have so far regarding the 
efficacy of this tool. Section III describes why all students need to pay the fee in order for us to 
use this tool in our classes. Section IV describes how we will address nuances such as transfer 
students, students in non-JD degree programs, and current rising 2Ls and 3Ls who will not have 
access to the service on the normal three-year cycle.   
 
I. The Resource 
 
Adaptibar.com is an online tool that includes the full database of more than 1,700 
previously-released NCBE MBE questions. The database can be searched by faculty by subject 
and issue in order to create practice tests for students in MBE-tested subjects, including required 
1L and upper division courses (Civil Procedure, Torts, Criminal Law and Procedure, 
Constitutional Law, Contracts & Sales, Evidence, and Real Property). Students would also be able 
to use the database in 3L for-credit bar prep classes, which other schools, including UC Irvine and 
Pepperdine, already require. Payment is a flat fee that Adaptibar has agreed to allow us to spread 
over three years, so students pay only $120 per year, rather than a much larger fee. That is roughly 
equivalent to the price of a single textbook per year. The $120/year access fee, which includes 
access in the summer after graduation from the three-year JD program, is roughly equal to the 
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$350 cost of purchasing the service for use in the summer after graduation, but students get more 
time with it and have it integrated into their classes throughout their law school training. 
 
In the 2016-17 academic year, after we received news that our Class of 2016’s July 2016 
pass rate was 51%, the faculty voted that all faculty who teach MBE tested subjects are required 
to offer final exams that are a mix of essay and multiple choice. That requirement has been fully 
implemented, but faculty have struggled to develop questions to use in class that precisely track 
questions actually prepared by the NCBE, despite training sessions and other support provided by 
the administration. In addition, faculty efforts have led to creation of exam banks, but have not led 
to creation of sufficient numbers of practice exercises for students to practice MBE test taking 
throughout their law school experience. Relatedly, students regularly ask faculty for practice MBE 
questions to take before final exams; while we have some resources in the library, our experience 
is that sample questions meant to simulate the MBE often vary in format or difficulty level. 
 
Access to Adaptibar solves these problems of access and reliability. Director of Bar 
Passage Support Margaret Greer can work with faculty to create practice exams in MBE-tested 
subjects throughout the semester, and the online tool provides explanations and self-assessment 
tools. It also allows us to track how often faculty are assigning and students are taking practice 
exams, and allows us to evaluate where our faculty and students are struggling in terms of 
substantive coverage and knowledge.  
 
To determine whether faculty would use the service, we administered a survey.  35 faculty 
members completed it, including 28 who teach MBE-tested subjects in which the tool would be 
directly relevant. Nearly all respondents said they were willing to use the service in their classes. 
About 90 percent of MBE faculty said they would generate practice MBE questions weekly or 
monthly, and would devote class time to reviewing them, and 10% said they would use it daily.  
 
We have also started doing informal outreach to students. So far, the reception has been 
positive, although we have not broadly surveyed students. (Faculty assigning textbooks or other 





Our qualitative surveys of students after the July 2016 Bar Exam revealed that they found 
that the simulated MBE questions in their commercial bar review courses did not adequately 
prepare them for the Bar Exam because they were insufficiently difficult. As a result, we started 
recommending that students subscribe to Adaptibar.com, the same service we now seek to 
incorporate into our curriculum. On an extraordinary basis, the College provided this service to 
May 2016 graduates who failed the July 2016 Bar Exam, but, for all other graduates, we simply 




Our experience with the Adaptibar resource, so far, has been positive. Whereas our overall 
Bar Exam pass rate for the July 2019 administration of the California Bar Exam was 60%, the pass 
rate of the 61 graduates who used Adaptibar was approximately 90%.  
 
Often, such descriptive information is hard to verify using regression analyses that hold 
constant the effects of variables such as entering metrics, law school GPA, and course selection 
(e.g., number of bar courses). However, in this case, our statistical analysis suggests that Adaptibar 
is indeed a significant factor in student success even controlling for other possible variables. Our 
modeling reveals that UC Hastings graduates who used Adaptibar were more likely to pass the bar 
exam in both 2017 and 2018. The effect seems to be consistent across both years and across a 
variety of control variables. For example, when controlling for entering metrics and number of bar 
courses, we see Adaptibar predict an increase in likelihood of passing the bar on first attempt of 
20.7% overall. By quartile, the effect from the first to fourth quartiles is also substantial: 9.7% for 
Q1, 17.7% for Q2, 38.5% for Q3, and 23.4% for Q4. Of course, some of this bounce could be the 
result of selection bias; for example, it may be that voluntary use of Adaptibar, now, is a proxy for 
initiative and effort. Still we see a positive and robust relationship with bar passage across all four 
quartiles. 
 
We also know that, as previously reported, our performance overall on the MBE, which is 
50% of the Bar Exam score, has been on an upward trajectory since 2016. In July 2016, the average 
scaled MBE score for UC Hastings graduates was 1433, 43 points below the state average for ABA 
accredited schools in California. In July 2017, the scaled score was 1457, 35 points below the state 
average. In July 2018, the scaled score was 1467, 8 points below the state average. We do not 
know exactly why our MBE scores are steadily improving relative to peer law schools in 
California. It could be any combination of reforms that are contributing to this outcome, including 
greater faculty attention to bar tested issues, closed book exams, required MBE-style exams, 
emphasis on taking bar-tested subjects, or other efforts we have described in prior reporting. But 
we do see that improvement is possible. 
 
III. Pervasive Use 
 
The main cost that Adpatibar fee covers is the licensing fee for NCBE. For faculty to use 
the previously released questions in their classes, all students in those classes must have access to 
the database. The best way to ensure such access is through a fee charged to all students. The fee 
has the added benefit of giving students access to a service we think they should be using post-
graduation when they are studying for the Bar Exam. 
 
Though we believe using it has the potential to significantly improve bar outcomes, we are 
concerned about the cost of the Adaptibar service. As a result, we will continue to be on the lookout 
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for cheaper alternatives in the coming years. For now, we do not believe there is a perfect substitute 
for the Adaptibar service that justifies the lower price that some other services that have access to 




For incoming fall 2019 1Ls, and for students who matriculate in the JD program thereafter, 
the $120/year fee will give them full access to Adaptibar upon graduation. That means they have 
access to this resource as a tool in their MBE-tested subjects during their 1L-3L years, as well as 
in the summer when they study for the Bar Exam. We have discussed the following nuances with 
Adaptibar:  
 
• Students who are 2Ls and 3Ls in AY19-20 will have to pay the $120 licensing fee, but 
will not have to pay the remainder of the full $350 access fee for the service upon 
graduating. Instead, they will have the option of paying the difference between the 
amounts they paid while in law school and the full access fee, in their discretion, 
meaning that, if they choose to follow our recommendation to use Adaptibar after 
graduating, the cost will be reduced by the amounts they paid while in law school. 
• Students who transfer to Hastings after a 1L year at another law school will be treated 
the same way we are treating AY19-20 2Ls and 3Ls. 
• LLM students, who are here for only one year but who take classes with JD students, 
will need to pay the $120/year access fee for Adaptibar, and, like current rising 2Ls, 
have the option of reducing cost for the full service post-graduation by that amount if 
they decide to take our advice and use the service when they study for a bar exam. 
• MSL students who are by definition non-lawyers and who will never take a Bar Exam 
must still pay the $120/year fee for access to Adaptibar because they take some MBE-
tested subjects. But they will not have to pay additional amounts at any time. 
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ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY:                   Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 










Item:                         *7.1.1 
 
Title:                            Sidewalk Cleaning  
Vendor Name:          Tenderloin Community Benefit District 
Cost:                             $54,000 
Term of Contract:    One-time agreement  
 
Contract authority is requested for an agreement with the Tenderloin Community Benefits 
District for extra services, specifically enhanced sidewalk cleaning with power washing.  This 
measure is being undertaken to maintain the safety and cleanliness of the public right of way.  
The Tenderloin Community Benefit District is a non-profit organization dedicated to improving 
the neighborhood focusing on cleanliness, safety and economic development.  Base services are 




Item:                          *7.1.2 
 
Title:                           Space Programming Consultant   
Vendor Name:         Evelyn Lee 
Cost:                           $64,000 
Term of Contract:   One-time agreement  
 
Requested is contract authority to enter into an agreement with Evelyn Lee for planning for 
swing space relocations.  The scope of work includes: 
• Overall timeline 
• Swing Office and Classrooms 
• Terminal/Final Position 
• Swing Space Programming 





Item:                          *7.1.3 
 
Title:                            UC Path - Communications Consultant 
Vendor Name:          Kelly Services 
Cost:                            $100,000 
Term of Contract:    One-time agreement  
 
Description: 
Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with a consultant related to the communication 
plan for UC Path.  This consultant will manage the UC Path communication plan to the UC 
Hastings employee community of students, faculty and staff.  The consultant will prepare and 
deliver communications to each stakeholder group such as outlining the impacts of UC Path, 
how to plan for UC Path, and new work flows and service channels.  The consultant will also 
coordinate town halls, department meetings, and other such events designed to inform employees 
of the UC Path Project. 
_____________________ 
 
Item:                          *7.1.4 
 
Title:                              UC Path - Training Consultant 
Vendor Name:            TBD 
Cost:                              $75,000 




Authority is requested to enter into an agreement with a consultant related to UC Path training. 
This consultant will assess, design, deliver and manage the UC Path training plan.  The training 
plan will provide training on UC Path for transactional users, hiring managers and supervisors 








4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
 
That the Board of Directors approve the contracts listed below: 
 
*7.1.2.1    Sidewalk Cleaning- Tenderloin Community Benefit District $54000 
*7.1.2.2     Space Programming Consultant- Evelyn Lee    $64,000 
*7.1.2.3     UC Path - Communications Consultant- Kelly Services              $100,000 
*7.1.2.4 UC Path - Training Consultant – TBD    $75,000 
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1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Long Range Campus Plan – Budget Status 2018-19 and  




Fiscal year 2019 is nearing its end.  Activities related to all aspects of the Long Range 
Campus Plan are moving forward on schedule.  The following activities are part of this 
broad initiative supporting the overall strategic objective of establishing a multi-
institutional Academic Village. 
 
The Academic Village supports and enhances legal, professional, and graduate study 
through collaborations among educational institutions and with community partners and 
by capitalizing on UC Hastings’ central location in San Francisco’s Civic Center, Mid-
Market, and Tenderloin neighborhoods and its strategic proximity to Silicon Valley. The 
principal academic objectives are the encouragement of multidisciplinary teaching and 
interdisciplinary research and engagement, and the development of synergistic ideas 
addressing local, state, national, and global problems and issues. 
 
Also included are preliminary Budget Status reports.  The figures depicting 2018-19 
status are based on approved budgets and actual costs as of May 22, 2019; costs through 
June 30, 2019 are projected.  Similarly, the budget displays for 2019-20 are also 
preliminary.  They will be refined through the summer months when bids are received for 
renovations planned for the 1st floor of Kane Hall, bids are due in July 2019.  Formal 
budget approvals, along with revised reserve balances and other funding information will 
be presented to the August 2019 meeting of the Finance Committee. 
 
The most significant variable affecting budget planning is the outcome of the 
membership elections at the Local 2/Unite Here property on Golden Gate Avenue.  The 
election is scheduled for May 23.  A link to an article in the San Francisco Chronicle 







The list below itemizes capital and other physical plant initiatives and projects currently 
budgeted. 
 
I. Academic Capital Projects and Upgrades 
A. 333 Golden Gate Avenue 
1. Timeline for completion:  January 2020 
2. Building commissioning 
3. Furniture and fixtures 
4. Instructional technology  
5. Move in 
B. Kane Hall – 200 McAllister 
1. Research Centers and 6th Floor Classrooms (3) 
2. Classrooms (2), All Gender Restroom, Admissions, Financial Aid & Business Center 
3. Hastings Legacy Display 
4. Instructional Technology upgrades (3) 
C. Snodgrass Hall – 198 McAllister 
1. Move Out 
2.  Building Decommissioning & Clean Out 
D. McAllister Tower – 100 McAllister 
1. Moves 
2. Swing Space 
3. Partial Clean out 
 
II. Campus Housing and Mixed Use Developments 
A. Campus Housing and Academic Mixed Use – 198 McAllister/50 Hyde 
1. Schematic Design Process 
2. Financial Analysis & Modeling 
3.  UC Occupancy Agreements 
4. Financing Team 
B. Campus Housing and Mixed Use – 100 McAllister 
C. Campus Housing, Mixed Use and Unite Here/Local 2 Union Hall - 




1. Update December 2017 LRCP as part of new 2019/2020 Strategic Plan. 
2. Update 2019-20 budgets based on Local 2 vote results. 
3. Update 2019-20 budgets based on bid results for: 
a. Audio-visual and instructional technology for Kane Hall and 333 Golden 
Gate, 
b. First floor classrooms and admissions office in Kane Hall 
4. Prepare an updated LRCP and revised derivative reporting: Institutional Master 
Plan for City & County of San Francisco and Five Year Infrastructure Plan for the 
State of California. 
 
Attachments: 
 Long Range Campus Plan – Kane Hall - Budget Status 2018-19 
 Long Range Campus Plan – Campus Housing Development - Budget Status 2018-19 
 Long Range Campus Plan – 333 Golden Gate & Kane Hall - Budget Plan 2019-20 












Investment Income                                ‐                                  ‐                                  ‐   
Other Revenue ‐ Transfer (1,592,000)               (1,592,000)              ‐                           
Total Revenue (1,592,000)$            (1,592,000)$            ‐$                          
Consulting Services (5231)
   ‐ Project Management                     129,000                       85,700                       43,300  Conversion Management A B89‐0623
Other Contract Services (5247)
 ‐ Construction Services 1,825,000                1,825,000               ‐                            Roebuck Construction, Inc. B89‐0162
 ‐ Change Orders ‐                            757,731                  (757,731)                  Roebuck Construction, Inc. B89‐0162
  ‐ Audio‐Visual Consultant 51,000                     30,760                    20,240                     Charles M. Salter Associates B78‐0661
  ‐ Design & Architectural Services 430,038                   354,314                  75,724                     MkThink B89‐0661
  ‐ Cost Estimating 10,200                     10,200                    ‐                            Lee Saylor & Associates B89‐0681
Miscellaneous (5408) 112,484                   ‐                           112,484                  
Equipment ‐ Capital (5811)
  ‐ 6th Floor FF&E (Centers & Classrooms) 500,000                   541,770                  (41,770)                    One Workplace B89‐0679
  ‐ Instructional Technology ‐                            15,000                    (15,000)                   
Equipment ‐ Noncapital (5812) 100,000                   ‐                           100,000                  
Building Improvements (5813) 2,063,278                2,063,278               
  ‐ Elevator Controls:  Freight ‐                            20,800                    (20,800)                    KONE B89‐0675
‐                           











Investment Income                    (25,000)                    (20,000)                       (5,000)
Fund Payout                  (137,197)                  (137,197)                               ‐   
Other Revenue (250,000)                 (250,000)                 ‐                          
Total Revenue (412,197)$                (407,197)$                (5,000)$                   
Staff Stipends (5138) 7,500                       7,500                       ‐                           Chief Financial Officer
Consulting Services ‐Other Contract Services (5247)
 ‐ Financial Advisor 50,000                    33,300                    16,700                    Public Financial Managemen B89‐0628
  ‐ CEQA Monitoring ‐ 333 GG 70,000                    49,500                    20,500                    TRS
  ‐ Seismic Review  55,000                    ‐                           55,000                    Telesis B89‐0626
  ‐ Real Estate & Economic Consulting  165,000                  179,047                  (14,047)                   Economic Planning System B89‐0625
  ‐ Visual Identity 44,000                    44,600                    (600)                         SOM
  ‐ Other 20,323                    ‐                           20,323                    FTF
Printing (5290) 5,000                       5,000                       ‐                          
‐                          
Legal Services (5403) ‐                          
 ‐ Land Use & Entitlements 40,000                    50,000                    (10,000)                   Reuben & Junius B89‐0651
 ‐ Leases & Contracts 401,225                  150,000                  251,225                  Gibson Dunn B89‐0611
‐                          
Endowment Management Fee (5417) 11,039                    11,072                    (33)                          
‐                          
Events (5670) 5,000                       1,900                       3,100                      
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1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 





The Governor’s budget proposal for the State of California’s for 2019-20 is currently 





The Governor’s proposed budget for fiscal year 2019-20 contains an increase in state 
General Fund support of 8.5%, or approximately $1.4 million.  The budget also 
appropriates $20,000 for debt-service for lease revenue bonds for the 333 Golden Gate 
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Hastings Is a Law School Affiliated 
With the University of California (UC). The 
law school’s primary mission is to instruct 
students pursuing a juris doctor degree. In 
2018-19, the school is enrolling 944 full-time 
equivalent (FTE) juris doctor students, of 
which 823 are California residents. (Most 
out-of-state students are able to gain 
residency after one year of attendance.) The 
school also offers a Master of Law and a 
Master of Studies in Law, enrolling a total of 
22 FTE students in these programs. Hastings 
is affiliated with UC and participates in many 
of the university system’s compensation and 
administrative programs. Hastings, however, 
has its own governing board and the state 
budgets for it separately from UC.
Hastings Is Receiving $58 Million in 
Ongoing Core Funding in 2018-19. As 
Figure 1 shows, Hastings relies heavily on 
student tuition and fee revenue to support 
its operations. In 2018-19, $43 million 
(74 percent) of its ongoing funding came 
from student tuition and fees, $14 million 
(24 percent) came from state General Fund, 
and $1.6 million (2.7 percent) came from 
various other sources (including the state lottery and 
investment income).
In this brief, we provide background on the Hastings College of the Law (Hastings), then describe the Governor’s 
proposed budget for the law school and the school’s proposed spending plan. Next, we provide our assessment of 
Hastings’ budget and offer associated recommendations.
G A B R I E L  P E T E K
L E G I S L AT I V E  A N A LY S T
A P R I L  2 0 1 9
a Includes overhead from auxiliary programs, lottery funds, investment income, and library fines.
$58 Million Ongoing Funds in 2018-19
Hastings’ Funding Primarily 
Comes From Student Tuition Revenue
Figure 1




Hastings College of the Law
The 2019-20 Budget:
L E G I S L A T I V E  A N A L Y S T ’ S  O F F I C E2
2 0 1 9 - 2 0  B U D G E T
Similar to Other Law Schools, 
Hastings Enrollment Is Notably 
Below Peak. In 2018-19, Hastings 
has about 370 fewer FTE students 
than in 2009-10, when the school’s 
enrollment peaked (Figure 2). The 
drop in enrollment the past several 
years is linked to a national decline 
in student demand to attend 
law school. The school plans to 
decrease its enrollment slightly (to 
a total of around 950 students) 
beginning in 2021-22.
Recent Increase in Tuition 
Discounting Has Resulted in 
Budget Deficit. Similar to other 
law schools across the nation, 
Hastings discounts all or a portion 
of tuition for many students. These 
tuition discounts are allocated to 
students primarily based on merit 
rather than household income or 
financial need. Students generally 
receive the discount throughout their three years 
of attendance. In 2015-16, Hastings began relying 
more on tuition discounts to attract higher quality 
applicants. The average discount rate for the 
fall 2015 cohort was 42 percent, compared to 
25 percent for the previous cohort. For the next 
two cohorts (fall 2016 and fall 2017), the average 
discount rate remained above 40 percent. The 
school has not had sufficient annual revenue to 
support the higher tuition discounting, resulting 
in the school running annual budget deficits. In 
2017-18, the school ran a $3.9 million budget 
deficit, equating to 6.3 percent of its total spending 
on operations and financial aid. Hastings has been 
using a portion of its reserves to cover these deficits. 
Hastings Has Two Core Budget Reserves. 
First, it has a general, unrestricted reserve for 
operations. Second, the school has a reserve to 
cover the costs of future building maintenance 
and upgrades. While designated for maintenance 
projects, Hastings indicates that it views this 
reserve as available to cover budget deficits once 
the operating reserve is depleted. In addition to 
these two core reserves, Hastings indicates its 
housing and other auxiliary programs have reserves 
that the school could use to cover a budget deficit 
in the case of a fiscal emergency.
Hastings’ Has a Multiyear Plan for Eliminating 
Its Budget Deficit. In 2017-18, Hastings submitted 
its first multiyear plan to eliminate its budget deficit. 
At the time, Hastings anticipated eliminating its 
deficit by 2020-21. Its plan entailed reducing tuition 
discounting beginning in 2018-19 and increasing 
tuition charges in 2019-20. In 2018-19, the school 
revised its deficit-reduction plan. While it reduced 
tuition discounting that year (to 37 percent), it 
extended the period for eliminating its deficit by one 
year (through 2021-22). 
Proposal
Provides $1.4 Million Ongoing Augmentation 
Entirely From General Fund. The proposed 
General Fund augmentation is unrestricted. The 
augmentation reflects a 2.3 percent increase in 
Hastings’ core funding (Figure 3). The Governor 
links the General Fund augmentation to an 
expectation that Hastings not increase tuition 
in 2019-20. Hastings plans to slightly decrease 
enrollment in 2019-20, resulting in a slight decline 
in total tuition revenue.
Full-Time Equivalent Students
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Hastings Plans To Reduce Ongoing Spending. 
Although overall ongoing funding is increasing, 
Hastings is continuing its plan to reduce overall 
spending to address its budget deficit. Hastings 
plans to reduce the tuition discount rate for the 
fall 2019 cohort to 30 percent. This action would 
reduce the cost of tuition discounts by a total of 
$2 million. Hastings plans to use some of these 
savings to increase certain other operational 
costs—most notably, employee salaries (3 percent), 
operating expenses and equipment (1.5 percent), 
and employee benefits (0.5 percent). After 
accounting for all of these adjustments, ongoing 
spending in 2019-20 would decline by $1.2 million 
(1.8 percent).
Provides $1 Million One-Time General Fund 
for Deferred Maintenance. The Governor also 
proposes to fund some deferred maintenance 
projects in 2019-20. As Figure 4 shows, Hastings 
has identified a maintenance backlog totaling 
$1.5 million at Kane Hall, one of Hastings’ two 
academic facilities. Staff at the school indicate they 
are in the midst of identifying which projects on this 
list to support with the proposed $1 million.
Assessment
Hastings Continues to Reduce Its Deficit but 
Has Extended the Timeframe for Eliminating It. 
Hastings estimates its deficit would decline from 
$6.4 million in 2018-19 to $5.3 million in 2019-20. 
Though the planned operating deficit is smaller, 
the schools anticipates fully spending down its 
operating reserve and beginning to draw down its 
maintenance reserve in 2019-20. Hastings also 
has revised its deficit-reduction plan, extending 
the timeframe for eliminating its deficit by another 
year (until 2022-23). The revised deficit-reduction 
plan assumes Hastings begins increasing tuition by 
5 percent annually beginning in 2020-21. Under the 
plan, the school’s maintenance reserve would have 
$3.9 million in 2022-23 (about one-third less than 
the amount in that reserve today).
Deficit Raises Questions About Proposed 
Compensation Increases. State agencies 
commonly provide compensation increases. Most 
agencies, however, have not been dealing with a 
notable budget imbalance. Given the continued 
deficit of the school, the extended timeline for 
eliminating it, the expected complete drawing 
down of its operating reserve in 2019-20, and 
the likelihood the school will begin using its 
maintenance reserve for operating costs, the 
Figure 3
Governor Proposes Ongoing Increase at Hastings to Be Supported by General Fund









Tuition and fee revenue $41.9 $43.0 $42.9 —a —a
General Fund 12.7 13.8 15.2 $1.4 10.3%
Otherb 4.0 1.6 1.6 — —
 Totals $58.6 $58.4 $59.8 $1.4 2.3%
FTE students 959 966 964 -2 -0.2%
Funding per student $61,177 $60,523 $62,059 $1,536 2.5%
a Less than $500,000 or 0.05 percent.
b Includes investment income, administrative overhead from auxiliary programs, and state lottery funds.
Figure 4




Carpet replacement for entire building $756
Replace security system controls 200
Replace elevator control systems 200
Interior painting 150
Replace heating and cooling control system 150
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Office (LAO) is a nonpartisan office that provides fiscal and policy information and advice to the Legislature. 
To request publications call (916) 445-4656. This report and others, as well as an e-mail subscription service, are 
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CA 95814.
state may wish not to support Hastings’ proposed 
compensation and equipment increases this year.
Hastings’ Identified Maintenance Projects 
Seem Less Critical Than Other Higher Education 
Projects. Whereas each of the state’s three main 
higher education segments—UC, the California 
State University, and the California Community 
Colleges—have maintenance backlogs totaling 
billions of dollars, Hastings has significantly fewer 
outstanding maintenance projects. Hastings 
consists of only two academic facilities—Snodgrass 
Hall and Kane Hall. The state has substantially 
addressed maintenance issues at these two 
facilities over the past several years. Specifically, 
Hastings is currently undergoing a state-funded 
project to replace Snodgrass Hall with a new 
building, with construction of the new building 
scheduled to be completed by 2020. The state 
has addressed much of Kane Hall’s maintenance 
issues with previous one-time General Fund 
appropriations. As a result of these projects, the 
school indicates that its identified $1.5 million 
in projects represents Hastings’ final facility 
maintenance needs.
Hastings’ Use of Maintenance Reserve to 
Cover Operating Deficit Raises Concerns. 
One prudent use of maintenance reserve funds 
is to address deferred maintenance projects. We 
believe using these funds to address Hastings’ 
maintenance issues in 2019-20 is more appropriate 
than the state providing additional funding. 
Moreover, we believe using a maintenance reserve 
for maintenance issues is more appropriate than 
using it to cover operational costs. Moving forward, 
we also are concerned that Hastings’ budget plan 
may result in it not setting aside sufficient funds to 
support maintenance of its new facility, eventually 
leading to disrepair.
Recommendations
Signal to Hastings Budget Expectations. We 
encourage the Legislature to signal its expectations 
to Hastings regarding 2019-20 compensation 
increases, equipment purchases, tuition 
discounting, and tuition charges. In considering 
these issues, we encourage the Legislature to keep 
Hastings’ operating deficit in mind and ensure that 
a plan is in place to eliminate this deficit soon. A 
future economic downturn would make addressing 
Hastings’ operating deficit even more difficult, 
with potentially more adverse implications for its 
students (likely steeper tuition increases) and staff 
(likely layoffs or salary rollbacks). Given Hastings 
plans to end 2019-20 with no operating reserve, 
such adverse effects become stronger possibilities. 
Reject Proposed Deferred Maintenance 
Funding. We recommend the Legislature direct 
Hastings to cover the cost of remaining Kane 
Hall maintenance projects using its maintenance 
reserve. In addition, we recommend the Legislature 
direct Hastings to develop a plan by December 1, 
2020 to fund maintenance of its new facility and 
ongoing maintenance at Kane Hall moving forward. 
To ensure responsible budgeting, Hastings also 
should build the associated maintenance costs into 
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6600 HASTINGS COLLEGE OF LAW 
 
Issue 1: Operations and Deferred Maintenance 
 
Panel 
 Jack Zwald, Department of Finance  
 Jason Constantourous, Legislative Analyst’s Office 
 Chancellor and Dean David Faigman, Hastings College of Law 




Hastings was founded in 1878 by Serranus Clinton Hastings, the first Chief Justice of the State of 
California. Hastings is the oldest law school and one of the largest public law schools in the United 
States. The business of the college is managed by the Board of Directors. The Board has 11 directors: 
one is an heir or representative of S.C. Hastings and the other 10 are appointed by the Governor and 
confirmed by the Senate. Directors serve for 12-year terms. Hastings is approved by the American Bar 
Association and is accredited by the Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges and Universities of 
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. Hastings is a member of the Association of American 
Law Schools.  
 
The Juris Doctor degree is granted by the Regents of the UC and is signed by the President of the UC 
and the Chancellor and Dean of Hastings College of the Law. In 2018-19, the school enrolled 944 full-
time equivalent (FTE) juris doctor students, of which 823 are California residents. Most out-of-state 
students are able to gain residency after one year of attendance. The school also offers a Master of Law 
and a Master of Studies in Law, enrolling a total of 22 FTE students in these programs.  
 
Hastings is a stand-alone campus located in San Francisco. It participates in many of the UCs 
compensation and administrative programs. Hastings does not receive funding from the UC system, and 
the state budgets for it separately from UC.  
 
Hastings Is Receiving $58 Million in Ongoing Core Funding in 2018-19. Hastings relies heavily on 
student tuition and fee revenue to support its operations. In 2018-19, $43 million (74 percent) of its 
ongoing funding came from student tuition and fees, $14 million (24 percent) came from state General 
Fund, and $1.6 million (2.7 percent) came from various other sources (including the state lottery and 
investment income). The chart on the following page displays Hastings budget.  
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Similar to Other Law Schools, Hastings Enrollment Is Notably Below Peak. In 2018-19, Hastings 
has about 370 fewer FTE students than in 2009-10, when the school’s enrollment peaked. The drop in 
enrollment the past several years is linked to a national decline in student demand to attend law school. 
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Recent Increase in Tuition Discounting Has Resulted in Budget Deficit. Similar to other law schools 
across the nation, Hastings discounts a portion of tuition for many students. In 2018-19, the annual 
tuition at Hastings is $43,486. These tuition discounts are allocated to students primarily based on merit 
rather than household income or financial need. Students generally receive the discount throughout their 
three years of attendance. In 2015-16, Hastings began relying more on tuition discounts to attract higher 
quality applicants. The average discount rate for the fall 2015 cohort was 42 percent, compared 
to 25 percent for the previous cohort. For the next two cohorts (fall 2016 and fall 2017), the average 
discount rate remained above 40 percent.  
 
The school has not had sufficient annual revenue to support the higher tuition discounting, resulting in 
the school running annual budget deficits. In 2017-18, the school ran a $3.9 million budget deficit, 
equating to 6.3 percent of its total spending on operations and financial aid. Hastings has been using a 
portion of its reserves to cover these deficits. 
 
The chart below represents scholarships and grants across UC law schools and displays a combination of 





UC Hastings UC Berkeley Law 
UC Davis 
Law UCLA Law 
UC Irvine 
Law 
Students Students Students Students Students 
Total Number 
students 926 943 500 942 420 
Number of students 
receiving grants 844 608 462 759 394 
Less than 1/2 
tuition 535 377 113 494 182 
Half to full tuition 309 196 277 249 202 
Full tuition 0 0 0 9 10 
More than full 
tuition 0 35 72 7 0 
75th percentile 
grant $25,000  $30,000  $40,375  $28,334  $30,000  
50th percentile 
grant $20,000  $22,500  $32,500  $20,000  $25,000  
25th percentile 
grant $10,000  $9,838  $24,500  $13,334  $20,000  
Source: ABA Standard 509 Information Report 2018 
 
Hastings Has Two Core Budget Reserves. Hastings has a general, unrestricted reserve for operations 
and a reserve to cover the costs of future building maintenance and upgrades. While designated for 
maintenance projects, Hastings indicates the building and maintenance reserve is available to cover 
budget deficits once the operating reserve is depleted. In addition, Hastings indicates its housing and 
other auxiliary programs have reserves that the school could use to cover a budget deficit in the case of a 
fiscal emergency.  
 
Hastings’ Has a Multiyear Plan for Eliminating Its Budget Deficit. In 2017-18, Hastings submitted 
its first multiyear plan to eliminate its budget deficit by 2020-21. The plan included reducing tuition 
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discounting beginning in 2018-19 and increasing tuition charges in 2019-20. In 2018-19, the school 
revised its deficit-reduction plan by reducing its tuition discount year to 37 percent and extending the 
period for eliminating its deficit by one year through 2021-22. The Hastings chart below summarizes 
Hastings operating balance and reserves.  
 




















as a % of 
Budget 
2017-18 Actual -$3.9 $11.5 $5.8 $17.3 $58.6 30% 
2018-19 Budget -$1.9 $9.6 $6.0 $15.6 $58.4 27% 
2019-20 Estimate -$6.0 $3.5 $6.1 $9.6 $59.8 16% 
2020-21 
Projected -$2.2 $1.2 $6.1 $7.3 $64.2 11% 
2021-22 
Projected -$1.0 $0.2 $6.2 $6.4 $64.3 10% 
¹Reserves exclude auxiliary enterprises (extramural) at $6.8 million 6/30/18; these increase approx. 
$2 million annually. 
²Expenditures beginning 2019-20 include $750,000 for Diversity Pipeline; funds appropriated in 
2018-19 ($4.5 million). 
 
Governor’s Budget Proposal 
 
Provides an Increase of $1.4 Million Ongoing General Fund. The proposed General Fund 
augmentation is unrestricted and reflects a 2.3 percent increase in Hastings’ core funding. The Governor 
links the General Fund augmentation to an expectation that Hastings not increase tuition in 2019-20. 
Hastings has indicated that they will not increase tuition for the eighth consecutive year. Hastings plans 
to slightly decrease enrollment in 2019-20, resulting in a slight decline in total tuition revenue. 
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Governor Proposes Ongoing Increase at Hastings to Be Supported by General Fund 











Tuition and fee 
revenue 
$41.9 $43.0 $42.9 —a —a 
General Fund 12.7 13.8 15.2 $1.4 10.3% 
Otherb 4.0 1.6 1.6 — — 
Totals $58.6 $58.4 $59.8 $1.4 2.3% 
FTE students 959 966 964 -2 -0.2% 
Funding per 
student 
$61,177 $60,523 $62,059 $1,536 2.5% 
aLess than $500,000 or 0.05 percent. 
bIncludes investment income, administrative overhead from auxiliary programs, and state 
lottery funds. 
 
Provides $1 Million One-Time General Fund for Deferred Maintenance. The Governor also 
proposes to fund some deferred maintenance projects in 2019-20. Hastings has identified a maintenance 
backlog totaling $1.5 million at Kane Hall, one of Hastings’ two academic facilities. Staff at the school 
indicate they are in the midst of identifying which projects on this list to support with the proposed 
$1 million. The chart on the following page displays Hastings reported maintenance backlog. 
 
Hastings’ Reported Maintenance Backlog at Kane Hall (In Thousands) 
 
Project Cost 
Carpet replacement for entire building $756 
Replace security system controls 200 
Replace elevator control systems 200 
Interior painting 150 
Replace heating and cooling control system 150 
Replace lighting control system 90 
Total $1,546 
 
Legislative Analyst’s Office Comments 
 
Although overall ongoing funding is increasing, Hastings is continuing its plan to reduce overall 
spending to address its budget deficit. Hastings plans to reduce the tuition discount rate for the fall 2019 
cohort to 30 percent. This action would reduce the cost of tuition discounts by a total of $2 million. 
Hastings plans to use some of these savings to increase certain other operational costs—most notably, 
employee salaries (three percent), operating expenses and equipment (1.5 percent), and employee 
benefits (0.5 percent).  
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Hastings estimates its deficit would decline from $6.4 million in 2018-19 to $5.3 million in 2019-20. 
Though the planned operating deficit is smaller, the schools anticipates fully spending down its 
operating reserve and beginning to draw down its maintenance reserve in 2019-20. Hastings also has 
revised its deficit-reduction plan, extending the timeframe for eliminating its deficit by another year 
(until 2022-23). The revised deficit-reduction plan assumes Hastings begins increasing tuition 
by five percent annually beginning in 2020-21. Under the plan, the school’s maintenance reserve would 
have $3.9 million in 2022-23 (about one-third less than the amount in that reserve today). 
 
Deficit Raises Questions About Proposed Compensation Increases. State agencies commonly 
provide compensation increases. Most agencies, however, have not been dealing with a notable budget 
imbalance. Given the continued deficit of the school, the extended timeline for eliminating it, the 
expected complete drawing down of its operating reserve in 2019-20, and the likelihood the school will 
begin using its maintenance reserve for operating costs, the state may wish not to support Hastings’ 
proposed compensation and equipment increases this year. 
 
Hastings’ Identified Maintenance Projects Seem Less Critical Than Other Higher Education 
Projects. Hastings consists of only two academic facilities—Snodgrass Hall and Kane Hall. The state 
has substantially addressed maintenance issues at these two facilities over the past several years. 
Specifically, Hastings is currently undergoing a state-funded project to replace Snodgrass Hall with a 
new building, with construction of the new building scheduled to be completed by 2020. The state has 
addressed much of Kane Hall’s maintenance issues with previous one-time General Fund 
appropriations. As a result of these projects, the school indicates that its identified $1.5 million in 
projects represents Hastings’ final facility maintenance needs. 
 
Hastings’ Use of Maintenance Reserve to Cover Operating Deficit Raises Concerns. One prudent 
use of maintenance reserve funds is to address deferred maintenance projects. The LAO believes using 
these funds to address Hastings’ maintenance issues in 2019-20 is more appropriate than the state 
providing additional funding. Using a maintenance reserve for maintenance issues is more appropriate 
than using it to cover operational costs. The LAO is concerned that Hastings’ budget plan may result in 
it not setting aside sufficient funds to support maintenance of its new facility, eventually leading to 
disrepair. 
 
Reject Proposed Deferred Maintenance Funding. The LAO recommends rejecting the Governor’s 
proposal and instead direct Hastings to cover the cost of remaining Kane Hall maintenance projects 
using its maintenance reserve. The LAO recommends the Legislature direct Hastings to develop a plan 
by December 1, 2020, to fund maintenance of its new facility and ongoing maintenance at Kane Hall 
moving forward. To ensure responsible budgeting, Hastings also should build the associated 
maintenance costs into its future budgets. 
 
Signal to Hastings Budget Expectations. The LAO encourages the Legislature to signal its 
expectations to Hastings regarding 2019-20 compensation increases, equipment purchases, tuition 
discounting, and tuition charges. The LAO encourages the Legislature to keep Hastings’ operating 
deficit in mind and ensure that a plan is in place to eliminate this deficit soon. 
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6600  HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 
 
The Governor's Budget proposes about $15.2 million in ongoing General Fund support 
for the Hastings College of the Law in 2019-20.  Overall ongoing revenue for Hastings in 
2019-20 is $59.8 million.  The chart below was compiled by the LAO and indicates 





ISSUE 9: OPERATIONS INCREASE AND DEFERRED MAINTENANCE 
 
The Subcommittee will discuss Governor’s Budget proposals to provide a $1.4 million 
ongoing General Fund increase for Hastings operational costs, and $1 million one-time 




 Jack Zwald, Department of Finance 
 Jason Constantouros, Legislative Analyst's Office 




Hastings College of the Law (Hastings) was founded in 1878 by Serranus Clinton 
Hastings, the first Chief Justice of the State of California. On March 26, 1878, the 
Legislature provided for affiliation with the University of California (UC). Hastings is the 
oldest law school, and one of the largest public law schools in the western United 
States. Additionally, Hastings is the only stand-alone, public law school in the nation 
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Policy for the college is established by the board of directors and is carried out by the 
chancellor and dean and other officers of the college. The board has 11 directors: one is 
an heir or representative of S.C. Hastings and the other 10 are appointed by the 
Governor and approved by a majority of the Senate. Directors serve for 12-year terms. 
Hastings is a charter member of the Association of American Law Schools and is fully 
accredited by the American Bar Association. The Juris Doctor degree is granted by the 
UC regents and is signed by the president of the UC and the chancellor and dean of 
Hastings College of the Law. 
 
Hastings does not receive funding from UC; instead Hastings has a separate budget 
line item. Hastings contracts with UC for payroll, police services, investment 
management and reprographic services, and it is a passive participant in UC’s 
retirement and health benefits program. 
 
In addition to its three-year juris doctorate program, Hastings also offers a one year 
masters of studies in law (MSL), a one year LL.M, and Masters of Science, and a fully 
online Health Policy and Law (HPL) in collaboration with UC San Francisco. The chart 
below shows Hastings' enrollment. 
 
The table below indicates recent and projected enrollment.  Like other law schools, 













     Juris Doctor Program (JD)
          Resident Students 814.6        823.0             811.0          799.0        782.0          
          Non-resident Students 119.0        121.0             119.0          117.0        115.0          
               Total Juris Doctor Program (JD) Student 933.6        944.0             930.0          916.0        897.0          
     Master of Laws Program (LL.M.) 22.3           21.0                30.0             45.0           45.0             
     Master of Studies in Law Program (MSL) 2.7              0.6                   3.5                5.5              8.5                
           Totals, Full-Time Equivalent Students 958.6        965.6             963.5          966.5        950.5          
Note: Projected enrollments include new incoming class size of 310 FTE.  
 
Similar to other law schools across the nation, Hastings discounts all or a portion of 
tuition for many students. These tuition discounts are allocated to students primarily 
based on merit rather than household income or financial need. Students generally 
receive the discount throughout their three years of attendance. In 2015-16, Hastings 
began relying more on tuition discounts to attract higher quality applicants. The average 
discount rate for the fall 2015 cohort was 42 percent, compared to 25 percent for the 
previous cohort. For the next two cohorts (fall 2016 and fall 2017), the average discount 
rate remained above 40 percent. The school has not had sufficient annual revenue to 
support the higher tuition discounting, resulting in the school running annual budget  
deficits. In 2017-18, the school ran a $3.9 million budget deficit, equating to 6.3 percent 
of its total spending on operations and financial aid. Hastings has been using a portion 
of its reserves to cover these deficits. 
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The chart below indicates Hastings’ tuition discounts. 
 
 
Net Tuition After Discounting 











JD Enrollment Fee Revenue $38,247 $39,246 $40,026 $41,051 $42,464 
JD Financial Aid Discount -$11,455 -$14,581 -$17,119 -$17,635 -$15,443 
Net JD Fee Revenue $26,792 $24,665 $22,907 $23,416 $27,021 
# and % Receiving Grants 710/79% 776/83% 844/91% 819/89%  
Discount Rate, JD-All Classes 30% 37% 43% 43% 36% 
Discount Rate, JD-Incoming 42% 44% 42% 37% 30% 
 
 
Recent state budgets have provided minor General Fund increases to support 
operational costs. The Budget Acts of 2015 and 2016 appropriated a total of $55.5 
million of Lease Revenue Bond financing to construct a new academic building at 333 
Golden Gate to replace that portion of Snodgrass Hall (198 McAllister) that was 
constructed in 1953. Construction was scheduled to begin in April and be completed by 
December 2019. Classes in the new building are anticipated to begin fall 2020, 
completing the first phase of Hastings College’s Long Range Campus Plan. 
 
The college is also working on a housing project that will add more than 900 living units 
for Hastings and UC San Francisco students.   
 
GOVERNOR’S BUDGET PROPOSAL 
 
The Governor’s Budget provides Hastings with a $1.4 million ongoing General Fund 
increase, or 2.5%, contingent on the rescission of a 5% tuition increase originally 
proposed for 2019-20.  
 
Hastings has provided the following table to indicate how it would use the Governor’s 
proposed increase. 
 
Expenditures by Category (in thousands) 
2019-20 
Change 
Salaries and Wages Adjustment, 3% Pool     $       696  
Benefits, Price Increase                 43  
Operating Expenses, Core Cost Growth               105  
Student Financial Aid, Grants           578  
Total General Fund Incremental Expenditures $     1,422 
 
The Governor’s Budget also provides Hastings with $1 million one-time General Fund to 
address deferred maintenance projects.  
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Hastings has provided the following table indicating deferred maintenance needs.  
Hastings staff has stated that the items other than the carpet replacement and painting 
would be prioritized with new state funding. 
 
 
Item Estimated Cost 
Replace controls and cabling - Security System $200,000 
Carpet replacement – building-wide (126,000sf @ $6) $756,000 
Interior painting - common and public areas only $150,000 
Replace HVAC control system & economizers (3) - system beyond 
service life 
$150,000 
Replace lighting control hardware & software (7 panels) - system 
beyond service life 
$90,000 
Replace elevator control systems (6 cabs) $200,000 
Total $1,546,000 
 
LAO ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Assessment 
Hastings Continues to Reduce Its Deficit but Has Extended the Timeframe for 
Eliminating It.  Hastings estimates its deficit would decline from $6.4 million in 2018-19 
to $5.3 million in 2019-20.  Though the planned operating deficit is smaller, the schools 
anticipates fully spending down its operating reserve and beginning to draw down its 
maintenance reserve in 2019-20. Hastings also has revised its deficit-reduction plan, 
extending the timeframe for eliminating its deficit by another year (until 2022-23). The 
revised deficit-reduction plan assumes Hastings begins increasing tuition by 5 percent 
annually beginning in 2020-21. Under the plan, the school’s maintenance reserve would 
have $3.9 million in 2022-23 (about one-third less than the amount in that reserve 
today). 
 
Deficit Raises Questions About Proposed Compensation Increases. State 
agencies commonly provide compensation increases. Most agencies, however, have 
not been dealing with a notable budget imbalance. Given the continued deficit of the 
school, the extended timeline for eliminating it, the expected complete drawing down of 
its operating reserve in 2019-20, and the likelihood the school will begin using its 
maintenance reserve for operating costs, the state may wish not to support Hastings’ 
proposed compensation and equipment increases this year. 
 
Hastings’ Identified Maintenance Projects Seem Less Critical Than Other Higher 
Education Projects. Whereas each of the state’s three main higher education 
segments—UC, the California State University, and the California Community 
Colleges—have maintenance backlogs totaling billions of dollars, Hastings has 
significantly fewer outstanding maintenance projects. Hastings consists of only two  
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academic facilities—Snodgrass Hall and Kane Hall. The state has substantially 
addressed maintenance issues at these two facilities over the past several years. 
Specifically, Hastings is currently undergoing a state-funded project to replace 
Snodgrass Hall with a new building, with construction of the new building scheduled to 
be completed by 2020. The state has addressed much of Kane Hall’s maintenance 
issues with previous one-time General Fund appropriations. As a result of these 
projects, the school indicates that its identified $1.5 million in projects represents 
Hastings’ final facility maintenance needs. 
 
Hastings’ Use of Maintenance Reserve to Cover Operating Deficit Raises 
Concerns.  One prudent use of maintenance reserve funds is to address deferred 
maintenance projects. The LAO believes using these funds to address Hastings’ 
maintenance issues in 2019-20 is more appropriate than the state providing additional 
funding. Moreover, the LAO believes using a maintenance reserve for maintenance 
issues is more appropriate than using it to cover operational costs. Moving forward, the 
LAO also is concerned that Hastings’ budget plan may result in it not setting aside 




Signal to Hastings Budget Expectations. The LAO encourage the Legislature to 
signal its expectations to Hastings regarding 2019-20 compensation increases, 
equipment purchases, tuition discounting, and tuition charges. In considering these 
issues, the LAO encourages the Legislature to keep Hastings’ operating deficit in mind 
and ensure that a plan is in place to eliminate this deficit soon. A future economic 
downturn would make addressing Hastings’ operating deficit even more difficult, with 
potentially more adverse implications for its students (likely steeper tuition increases) 
and staff (likely layoffs or salary rollbacks). Given Hastings plans to end 2019-20 with no 
operating reserve, such adverse effects become stronger possibilities. 
 
Reject Proposed Deferred Maintenance Funding. The LAO recommends the 
Legislature direct Hastings to cover the cost of remaining Kane Hall maintenance 
projects using its maintenance reserve. In addition, we recommend the Legislature 
direct Hastings to develop a plan by December 1, 2020 to fund maintenance of its new 
facility and ongoing maintenance at Kane Hall moving forward.  To ensure responsible 
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STAFF COMMENT 
 
The Hastings Board of Directors voted to rescind the planned tuition increase at its 
March 2019 meeting.  Tuition will remain $43,486 in 2019-20.  (Nonresidents pay an 
additional $6,000.)   
 
Staff notes that the proposed operating increase is in line with previous increases for 
Hastings, and Hastings has provided specific uses for the new funding.  The proposed 
deferred maintenance funding is also in line with previous budgets. 
 
However, the LAO raises legitimate issues for the Subcommittee to consider, and it may 
wish to hold this issue open until it has a better understanding of General Fund revenue 
in May. 
 





























This agenda and other publications are available on the Assembly Budget Committee’s website at: 
https://abgt.assembly.ca.gov/sub2hearingagendas. You may contact the Committee at (916) 319-2099. 
This agenda was prepared by Mark Martin. 
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1.      REPORT BY:  Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Investment Report – As of March 31, 2019 
 
3.      REPORT: 
 
Attached is a performance summary of the investment pools managed by the Treasurer’s 
Office of the University of California. 
 
• The General Endowment Pool (GEP) experienced total returns of 3.26 percent as 
of March 31, 2019.  On a calendar year basis, GEP had a total return of 7.26 
percent. 
• The Short Term Investment Pool (STIP) experienced total returns of 2.28 percent 






• Rates of Return – Unit Values:  State Street Bank as of March 31, 2019.   
 
EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
TOTAL FUND
GEP Unit Value Audit Adjusted 12,797,762,666 0.87 7.26 1.50 3.26 7.26 4.80 9.45 6.88 9.93
GEP TOTAL PORTFOLIO BM AUDIT ADJUSTED 1.20 8.48 -0.21 2.58 8.48 3.79 8.32 5.73 8.64
GEP TOTAL US PUBLIC EQUITIES 870,840,059 -0.48 12.02 -4.83 0.65 12.02 1.04 6.52 4.48 13.04
U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF 1.42 13.94 -2.33 4.65 13.94 8.90 13.62 10.34 15.97
GEP TOTAL NON-US PUBLIC EQUITIES + EQ 1,690,837,523 3.63 18.14 0.64 -0.06 18.14 -0.67 13.55 6.01 10.64
NON-US EQUITIES POLICY BENCHMARK 0.60 10.31 -2.33 -1.64 10.31 -4.22 8.09 2.57 8.85
GEP DEVELOPED NON US PUBLIC EQUITY 848,708,035 0.24 12.74 -8.29 -6.36 12.74 -5.44 9.92 3.52 9.73
BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX 0.42 10.32 -3.67 -2.32 10.32 -2.98 7.53 2.24 8.79
GEP EMERGING MARKET EQUITY 842,129,488 7.28 24.13 11.60 7.20 24.13 4.86 17.32 9.14 12.33
EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK 0.84 9.92 1.71 0.60 9.92 -7.41 10.68 3.68 8.94
GEP GLOBAL EQUITY 2,474,243,903 1.06 12.91 -2.35 1.28 12.91 2.63 11.18
MSCI AC WORLD (NET) 1.26 12.18 -2.13 2.06 12.18 2.60 10.67
GEP TOTAL FIXED INCOME W/ TIPS & DOLLAR 1,664,427,716 1.05 3.16 3.20 4.21 3.16 3.64 3.61 3.02 5.44
BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.92 2.94 4.63 4.65 2.94 4.48 2.03 2.74 3.77
GEP TOTAL CORE FIXED INCOME 771,720,260 1.48 2.35 3.78 3.86 2.35 3.86 1.40 2.04 3.65
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.92 2.94 4.63 4.65 2.94 4.48 1.39 2.35 3.57
GEP HIGH YIELD 399,872,005 0.35 4.32 1.99 4.00 4.32 4.90 7.04 4.48 10.71
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.92 2.94 4.63 4.65 2.94 4.48 7.52 4.03 10.77
GEP EMERGING MARKET DEBT 190,485,577 1.44 6.71 5.49 7.78 6.71 4.04 4.20
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending March 31, 2019




EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.92 2.94 4.63 4.65 2.94 4.48 5.09
GEP TIPS 0
UCR BBG BARC Agg (Dly) 1.92
GEP TOTAL PRIVATE EQUITY 1,602,074,849 -0.66 2.68 11.13 12.18 2.68 21.84 20.45 20.00 17.23
GEP PRIVATE EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK 1.59 14.46 -1.54 5.87 14.46 10.18 16.05 17.35 15.93
GEP AR - DIV - UNIT RETURN 2,697,848,112 0.32 2.96 2.27 3.92 2.96 5.30 5.22 4.06 6.35
GEP Absolute Return Benchmark 1.27 4.99 -0.21 0.03 4.99 0.78 2.58 0.17 1.32
GEP REAL ASSETS 501,413,508 0.24 0.33 -0.58 -0.70 0.33 1.16 3.07 -0.61 3.47
GEP REAL ASSETS LAGGED BENCHMARK 0.24 0.33 -0.58 -0.70 0.33 1.16 3.07 -0.61 3.81
GEP TOTAL REAL ESTATE 851,621,052 1.43 3.86 3.73 3.88 3.86 8.45 9.31 10.49
GEP PRIVATE REAL ESTATE 851,621,052 1.43 3.86 3.73 3.88 3.86 8.45 9.31 10.45 4.83
GEP LIQUIDITY 444,443,511 1.37 1.81 2.43 2.88 1.81 3.36 1.92 1.70 2.22
UC US TWO YEAR TREASURY NOTE INCOME RETURN 0.21 0.62 1.32 1.98 0.62 2.58 1.65 1.22 0.85
STIP
STIP - UNIT RETURN 10,561,335,772 0.19 0.54 1.19 1.81 0.54 2.34 1.66 1.53 1.94
STIP POLICY 0.21 0.61 1.27 1.86 0.61 2.39 1.42 1.02 0.72
PLANNED GIVING
PG FIXED INCOME POOL 29,237,868 1.69 2.84 4.18 4.40 2.84 4.26 2.40 3.00 4.61
BBG BARC Agg Bd 1.92 2.94 4.63 4.65 2.94 4.48 2.03 2.74 3.77
PG EAFE STATE ST INTL INDEX FUND 8,407,807 0.48 10.44 -3.98 -2.79 10.44 -3.26 7.75 2.51 9.18
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending March 31, 2019




EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX 0.42 10.32 -3.67 -2.32 10.32 -2.98 7.53 2.24 8.79
PG RUSSELL 3000 INDEX FUND 30,012,398 1.46 14.07 -2.11 4.95 14.07 9.22 13.87 10.57 16.19
U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF 1.42 13.94 -2.33 4.65 13.94 8.90 13.62 10.34 15.97
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending March 31, 2019




This report was prepared for you by State Street Bank and Trust Company (or its affiliates, “State Street”) utilizing scenarios, assumptions and reporting formats as mutually agreed between you and State Street.  While reasonable
efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this report, there is no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness.  This information is provided “as-
is” and State Street disclaims any and all liability and makes no guarantee, representation, or warranty with respect to your use of or reliance upon this information in making any decisions or taking (or not taking) any actions.  State
Street does not verify the accuracy or completeness of any data, including data provided by State Street for other purposes, or data provided by you or third parties.  You should independently review the report (including, without
limitation, the assumptions, market data, securities prices, securities valuations, tests and calculations used in the report), and determine that the report is suitable for your purposes.
State Street provides products and services to professional and institutional clients, which are not directed at retail clients.  This report is for informational purposes only and it does not constitute investment research or investment,
legal or tax advice, and it is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any product, service, or securities or any financial instrument, and it does not transfer rights of any kind (except the limited use and redistribution rights described
below) or constitute any binding contractual arrangement or commitment of any kind.  You may use this report for your internal business purposes and, if such report contains any data provided by third party data sources,
including, but not limited to, market or index data, you may not redistribute this report, or an excerpted portion thereof, to any third party, including, without limitation, your investment managers, investment advisers, agents,
clients, investors or participants, whether or not they have a relationship with you or have a reasonable interest in the report, without the prior written consent of each such third party data source.  You are solely responsible and
liable for any and all use of this report.
Copyright © 2019 State Street Corporation, All rights reserved.
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1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  State Budget Report for 2018-19 




Attached is the budget report for 2018-19 as of March 31, 2019.  Significant variances in 




 LLM Tuition – Revenues from LLM tuition, net of exchange agreements, is $643,891 
or 89% of the midyear adjusted budget reflected changes in student enrollment and 
increased exchange cost (SOAS, PARIS 2) for the spring semester, a revenue 
adjustment of ($78,466) subsequent to the midyear review process. 
 HPL Revenue Share – The 2018-19 budget assumes 100% reimbursement of actual 
HPL program costs under the agreement with UCSF; this will be billed in arrears at 
fiscal year-end. The actual amount posted as of March 31, 2019, is an adjustment for 
prior year 2017-18 reimbursement. 
 Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments – This revenue results from the 
liquidation or sale of invested assets and is not a budgeted item as there is no basis 
for a projection. Transfer from the UC General Endowment Pool (GEP) to the Short-
Term Investment Pool (STIP) resulted in realized gain and the state account’s share 
of realized gains total $5,206 as of March 2019; realized gains in 2017-18 as of 
March 2018 were $1,734,877. 
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – This category accounts for the change in the 
market value of the UC General Endowment Pool (GEP) and is not a budgeted item 
as there is no basis for a projection. The state account’s share of pooled investment 
unrealized gains – an increase in the market value of GEP – are reported through 
March 2019 at $951,059.  The comparison figure as of March 2018 was allocation of 
unrealized market gains at $106,714 that were reduced to a loss of ($187,884) by 
fiscal year end. 
 Overhead Allowances – Overhead from auxiliary enterprises will be captured at 
2018-19 fiscal year-end and are budgeted at $1,081,820 or 12% of operating 
revenues. Overhead or indirect cost allowances on federal and private grants is 
budgeted at $145,099 and as of March 2019 $6,604 has been recognized. 
  





 Travel – Included in the budget are allocations of $3,500 to professors for research 
and professional development from which other categories of expenditure are 
allowed. 2018-19 faculty research travel expenditures are $62,986 as of March 2019 
against a budget in this category of $282,747 (22% of budget expended). In 2017-18 
faculty research travel expenditures were $51,623 as of March 2018 with a budget of 
$283,620 (18% of budget expended). Reallocation of budget to other categories of 
expense is allowable. 
 Financial Aid Grants – The student financial aid budget allocations and expenditures 
as of March 2019 are below. 
2018-19 Financial Aid Budget





JD Grants 16,445,540           16,410,540     35,000            
LLM Grants 397,108                389,188          7,920               
MSL Grants 25,251                  25,251             -                   
LRAP Loan Cancellations 195,000                74,499             120,501          
Public Interest Grants 80,000                  -                   80,000            
Other Scholarships 27,000                  -                   27,000            
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State Budget Report -- 2018-19
5/9/2019
Midyear Actual Mar-19  Actual Mar-18
Beginning Revised Actual as a Percent Year-end Actual as a Percent
REVENUES Budget Budget as of of Midyear Actual as of of 2017-18
2018-19 2018-19 31-Mar-19 Revised Budget 2017-18 31-Mar-18 Year-end
State Appropriations
General Fund 19,769,000 19,769,000 14,217,825    72% 12,726,000     8,935,575      70%
Lottery Fund 125,000 98,000 28,298           29% 158,442          42,442           27%
Total 19,894,000$ 19,867,000$ 14,246,123$  72% 12,884,442$   8,978,017$    70%
  
Tuition and Related Fees   
Non-resident Tuition 726,000 741,000 735,000 99% 714,129 714,129 100%
Registration Fee 41,050,784 40,215,461 40,111,552 100% 40,025,883 40,025,883 100%
Veteran Fee Waivers (791,748) (699,202) (699,202) 100% (766,263) (713,776) 93%
LL.M. Tuition 997,500 722,356 643,891 * 89% 799,361 799,360 100%
MSL Tuition 24,375 80,187 80,187 100% 102,102 102,102 100%
HPL Revenue Share 410,607 362,970 14,311           * 4% 332,097 -                    0%
Summer Legal Institute 576,938 805,345 121,165 15% 611,192 155,178 25%
Other Student Fees 23,544 89,082 82,130 92% 24,906 23,876 96%
Total 43,018,000$ 42,317,199$ 41,089,033$  97% 41,843,406$   41,106,752$  98%
 
Scholarly Publications  
Subscription Revenues 59,743 59,743 31,613 53% 61,106 38,760 63%
Total 59,743$        59,743$        31,613$         53% 61,106$          38,760$         63%
 
Other Income  
Investment Income 215,000 215,000 97,133           45% 209,185          121,324         58%
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                    -                    5,206             * -- 2,322,445       1,734,877      75%
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    951,049         * -- (187,884)         106,714         -57%
Overhead Allowances 1,190,459 1,226,919 6,604             * 1% 1,254,326       24,630           2%
Miscellaneous 47,950 47,350 38,646 82% 76,561 66,348 87%
Total 1,453,409$   1,489,269$   1,098,638$    74% 3,674,633$     2,053,893$    56%
 
Transfer from Other Funds -$              10,000$        300$              -- 260,726$        797$              0%
Prior Year Reserve/Beginning Fund Balance 11,463,999$ 11,488,793$ 11,488,793$  100% 15,369,440$   15,369,440$  100%
TOTAL REVENUES 75,889,151$ 75,232,004$ 67,954,500$  90% 74,093,753$   67,547,659$  91%
*See attached narrative 19BOD State.xls/Mar19
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
State Budget Report -- 2018-19
5/9/2019
Midyear Actual Mar-19  Actual Mar-18
Beginning Revised Actual as a Year-end Actual as a Percent
EXPENDITURES Budget Budget as of Percent of Actual as of of 2017-18
2018-19 2018-19 31-Mar-19 Budget 2017-18 31-Mar-18 Year-end
 Salaries & Wages 25,962,526 25,698,154 18,963,390 74% 24,375,564 18,251,376 75%
Student Wages-Reg. & Work-study 457,528 597,502 323,674 54% 438,587 257,718 59%
Staff Benefits 8,589,324 8,584,228 6,285,507 73% 55,988,561 6,118,167 11%
Consultants 1,195,913 573,370 332,860 58% 419,476 274,158 65%
Temporary Help (Contracted) 395,973 559,143 342,012 61% 228,788 118,676 52%
Employee Development & Testing 167,313 167,933 116,164 69% 149,615 121,457 81%
Recruiting & Advertising 257,647 254,092 148,528 58% 137,802 89,994 65%
Audit, Legal, and Case Costs 186,300 181,300 121,093 67% 169,263 94,657 56%
Insurance 305,191 312,154 312,153 100% 304,424 301,540 99%
Printing & Copier Service 700,152 709,389 560,616 79% 662,553 510,531 77%
Supplies 274,205 266,680 160,396 60% 255,572 176,800 69%
Travel 810,729 807,511 475,605 * 59% 494,999 362,541 73%
Dues & Subscriptions 239,317 243,642 175,150 72% 257,439 141,998 55%
Events & Entertainment 384,145 387,116 177,861 46% 311,125 172,765 56%
Computer Software 693,727 764,881 587,405 77% 585,264 494,296 84%
Data Processing 99,008 99,008 30,709 31% 116,800 77,399 66%
Info Retrieval & Bibliography Svc. 478,840 478,840 443,246 93% 214,566 197,901 92%
Books & Bindings 769,149 747,112 483,179 65% 1,048,948 765,480 73%
Equipment Maintenance 128,867 168,259 105,600 63% 85,511 71,320 83%
Building Maintenance 1,059,246 1,342,446 780,131 58% 973,137 652,176 67%
Other Contract Services 2,686,552 3,497,201 2,137,758 61% 2,618,289 1,414,410 54%
Utilities 1,163,850 1,166,979 698,997 60% 1,070,597 716,595 67%
Telephone 73,788 73,848 44,064 60% 84,093 60,891 72%
Mail 62,083 62,243 31,192 50% 50,460 36,826 73%
Misc. (Including Bank Fees) 264,573 264,302 176,143 67% 281,284 200,399 71%
Equipment & Improvements 180,865 197,641 163,403 83% 197,371 111,445 56%
Space & Equipment Rental 565,632 558,884 412,240 74% 584,751 396,419 68%
Financial Aid Grants 18,557,355 17,165,899 16,899,478 * 98% 17,726,128 17,672,944 100%
Perkins Loan Matching Funds (Return) -                    -                    -                    -- (241,482)         -                    0%
Collection Costs 4,820            4,820            2,321             48% 18,802            2,408             13%
Transfer to Other Funds 40,000          -                    200                -- 376,394          376,386         100%
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 66,754,618$ 65,934,577$ 51,491,075$  78% 109,984,681$ 50,239,673$  46%
*See attached narrative 19BOD State.xls/Mar19
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1. REPORT BY: Chief Executive Officer David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report 




Attached for all auxiliary enterprises of the College – McAllister Tower, Parking Garage, 
Student Health Services, Business Center and College Events Center – are budget reports 
for 2018-19 as of March 31, 2019.  Major variances are discussed below. 
 




 Overhead Pro Rata – Overhead expenditures from auxiliary enterprises will be 





 Realized Gain/Loss on Investments – This revenue results from the liquidation or sale 
of invested assets and is not a budgeted item as there is no basis for a projection. 
Transfers from the UC General Endowment Pool (GEP) to the Short-Term 
Investment Pool (STIP) were made and the auxiliary enterprises received their share 
of realized gains, a total of $176 as of March 31, 2019 compared to $58,887 March 
31, 2018. 
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – This category accounts for the change in the 
market value of the UC General Endowment Pool (GEP) and is not a budgeted item 
as there is no basis for a projection. The auxiliary enterprise’s shares of pooled 
investment unrealized gains – an increase in the market value of GEP – are reported 
at $32,281 through March 2019. In 2017-18 unrealized gains of $3,622 reported, 






 Maintenance and Special Repairs – The budget in this category includes allocations 
for regular ongoing maintenance and for special repairs. $105,000 of the allocations 
for special repairs is projected to remain unspent from the contract to replace the front 
door and this balance will be included in next year’s Tower budget. 
 Equipment and Building Improvements – The 2018-19 budget includes an allocation 
of $20,000 to refresh the Clara Foltz lounge with new furniture; this project is not 






 Regular Contract Services – This reporting line includes janitorial services budgeted 
at $7,000 and security services budgeted at $116,576. The UCSFPD contract expense 
is reflected through December 2018 and the janitorial recharge will be posted by 
fiscal year end. 
 Maintenance and Special Repairs – The 2018-19 budget in this category includes 
allocations for regular ongoing maintenance and for special repairs. An allocation of 
$50,000 for special repair and maintenance of the metal pedestrian gates due to 




 Debt Services (Principal and Interest) – The debt service expense on the Series 2017 
bond reflects the first of two payments. The October 2019 expense is three months of  
interest only. The April 2020 payment will include principal and nine months interest 





 Room Rental – Against a target of $190,000, actual room rental revenue through 
March 2019 are reported at $59,954. Not included but collected in April are 




• Attachments:  Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Reports as of March 31, 2019 
 
  
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
McAllister Tower Budget Report -- 2018-19
5/8/2019
Midyear  Actual Mar-19  Actual Mar-18
Beginning Revised Actual as a Percent Year-end Actual as a Percent
Budget Budget as of of Revised Actual as of of 2017-18
2018-19 2018-19 31-Mar-19 Budget 2017-18 31-Mar-18 Year-end
REVENUES
 Apartment & Commercial Rent 5,455,707     5,455,707     4,165,369     76% 5,184,561     3,976,082     77%
 Other 23,250          23,250          15,857          68% 23,012          16,251          71%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 5,478,957$   5,478,957$   4,181,226$   76% 5,207,573$   3,992,333$   77%
EXPENDITURES
 Salaries and Wages 90,254          90,245          66,459          74% 84,871          62,875          74%
 Student Wages--Regular & Work-study 21,700          21,700          13,228          61% 18,596          14,108          76%
 Staff Benefits 30,686          30,683          22,578          74% 30,334          21,377          70%
 Regular Contract Services 1,296,241     1,345,693     781,999        58% 1,299,875     794,404        61%
 Other Contract Services -                    3,945            945               24% 41,347          37,770          91%
 Utilities 757,723        791,283        538,069        68% 752,308        505,078        67%
 Maintenance & Special Repairs 274,263        335,292        118,217        * 35% 170,071        84,627          50%
 Insurance 121,561        124,167        124,167        100% 115,771        115,771        100%
 Supplies 135,000        100,000        61,710          62% 126,196        101,296        80%
 Printing & Reproduction 1,800            1,800            396               22% 1,255            1,018            81%
 Telephone & Mail 776               776               572               74% 856               674               79%
 Miscellaneous 88,522          172,042        49,152          * 29% 103,952        36,180          35%
 Equipment & Building Improvements 20,000          2,652            2,685            101% 14,207          12,134          85%
 Overhead Pro Rata 657,475        657,475        -                    * 0% 624,909        -                    0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 3,496,001$   3,677,753$   1,780,177$   48% 3,384,548$   1,787,312$   53%
NET OPERATIONS 1,982,956$   1,801,204$   2,401,049$   133% 1,823,025$   2,205,021$   121%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
 Investment Income 35,000          75,000          81,198          108% 76,102          46,078          61%
 Realized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    175               * -- 78,262          58,462          75%
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    32,049          * -- (6,331)           3,596            -57%
 Transfer to Other Funds (5,000)           (5,000)           -                    0% (1,179,179)    (25,000)         2%
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES 30,000$        70,000$        113,422$      162% (1,031,146)$  83,136$        -8%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 2,012,956$   1,871,204$   2,514,471$   134% 791,879$      2,288,157$   289%
*See attached narrative.
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Hastings Parking Garage and Retail Operations Budget Report -- 2018-19
5/8/2019
 Midyear  Actual Mar-19   Actual Mar-18
Beginning Revised Actual as a Percent Year-end Actual as a Percent
Budget Budget as of of Revised Actual as of of 2017-18
2018-19 2018-19 31-Mar-19 Budget 2017-18 31-Mar-18 Year-end
REVENUES
Parking Operations 2,092,600       2,151,000       1,609,571       75% 2,135,966       1,545,661       72%
Retail Leases 373,461          373,461          278,868          75% 363,424          269,730          74%
Other (including Storage) 600                 1,000              850                 85% 802                 475                 59%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 2,466,661$    2,525,461$    1,889,290$    75% 2,500,192$    1,815,865$    73%
EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages 276,791          234,291          173,171          74% 272,200          203,208          75%
Staff Benefits 94,110            79,659            58,878            74% 97,262            69,069            71%
Regular Contract Services 126,160          123,576          70,507            * 57% 115,327          57,664            50%
Other Contract Services 13,140            16,405            265                 2% -                      -                      --
Utilities 89,400            89,544            59,906            67% 77,343            53,769            70%
Maintenance & Special Repairs 88,030            90,738            27,012            * 30% 39,530            10,072            25%
Insurance 59,503            65,380            65,380            100% 59,503            59,503            100%
Supplies 10,000            10,000            6,494              65% 13,036            12,441            95%
Printing, Telephone and Mail 3,600              6,647              1,834              28% 2,640              1,979              75%
Miscellaneous & Credit Card Fees 41,275            41,275            29,952            73% 43,092            29,073            67%
Overhead Pro Rata 295,999          303,055          -                      * 0% 299,985          -                      0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 1,098,008$    1,060,570$    493,400$        47% 1,019,919$    496,778$        49%
NET OPERATIONS 1,368,653$    1,464,891$    1,395,889$    95% 1,480,274$    1,319,088$    89%
Investment Income 2,000$            2,000$            759$               38% 3,952$            1,408$            36%
Realized Gain/Loss on Investments -                      -                      1                     * -- 445                 333                 75%
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                      -                      182                 * -- (36)                  20                   -57%
Funded from Bond Proceeds -                      -                      3,484              -- 10,589            7,105              67%
Debt Service (Principal & Interest) (1,388,150)     (1,398,602)     (213,709)        * 15% (1,585,096)     (470,358)        30%
Transfer from Other Funds -                      -                      -                      -- 1,154,179       -                      --
Cash Short/Over -                      -                      1,133              -- (319)                (95)                  30%
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) (1,386,150)$   (1,396,602)$   (208,150)$      15% (416,285)$      (461,586)$      111%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (17,497)$        68,289$          1,187,739$    1739% 1,063,989$    857,501$        81%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
*See attached narrative.
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Student Health Services Budget Report 2018-19
5/8/2019
Midyear Actual Mar-19 Actual Mar-18
  Revised Actual as a Percent Year-end Actual as a Percent
 Budget Budget as of of Revised Actual as of of 2017-18
2018-19 2018-19 31-Mar-19 Budget 2017-18 31-Mar-18 Year-end
REVENUES
Fees 692,614$  695,357$  693,427$   100% 692,920$   692,921$   100%
Other 500           392           408            104% 363            333            92%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 693,114$  695,749$  693,834$   100% 693,282$   693,253$   100%
EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages 388,873 406,794 329,466 81% 389,707 296,939 76%
Staff Benefits 78,801 78,801 57,012 72% 79,292 57,511 73%
Consultants and Contracted Services 90,000 92,079 56,341 61% 71,125 52,233 73%
Insurance 28,342 15,852 15,852 100% 28,342 28,342 100%
Supplies 13,200 15,379 9,751 63% 14,208 10,608 75%
Printing and Mail 1,900 1,900 1,833 96% 2,362 1,849 78%
Travel 8,000 9,833 2,219         23% 722            692            96%
Miscellaneous 1,490 2,055 1,731         84% 1,725         1,256         73%
Events 500 500 515            103% 156            156            100%
Overhead Pro Rata 83,174      83,490      -                 * 0% 83,194       -                 0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 694,280$  706,683$  474,719$   67% 670,833$   449,587$   67%
NET OPERATIONS (1,166)$     (10,934)$   219,115$   -2004% 22,449$     243,667$   1085%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income 5,000        6,000        6,531         109% 6,015         4,430         74%
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                -                -                  -- 123            92              75%
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                -                50              * -- (10)             6                5%
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) 5,000$      6,000$      6,581$       110% 6,128$       4,527$       -45453%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 3,834$      (4,934)$     225,696$   -4574% 28,577$     248,194$   869%
*See attached narrative.
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Business Center Budget Report -- 2018-19
5/8/2019
Actual Mar-19 Actual Mar-18
  Actual as a Year-end Actual as a Percent
 Budget as of Percent of Actual as of of 2017-18
2018-19 31-Mar-19 Budget 2017-18 31-Mar-18 Year-end
REVENUES
Copy Services 315,000$  227,136$  72% 353,501$   243,965$  69%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 315,000$  227,136$  72% 353,501$   243,965$  69%
EXPENDITURES
Contracted Services 287,250 209,997    73% 285,534     229,446    80%
Supplies 250 -                0% 195            -                0%
Printing 500           245           49% 472            498           105%
Events & Promotions 250 -                0% -                 -                --
Miscellaneous 250 -                0% -                 -                --
Overhead Pro Rata 37,800      -                0% 42,420       -                0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 326,300$  210,243$  64% 328,620$   229,944$  70%
NET OPERATIONS (11,300)$   16,893$    -149% 24,881$     14,021$    56%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income 500           550           110% 641            399           62%
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) 500$         550$         110% 641$          399$         62%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (10,800)$   17,443$    -162% 25,522$     14,421$    57%
*See attached narrative.
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
College Events Center Budget Report -- 2018-19
5/8/2019
 Actual Mar-19
 Beginning Revised Actual as a Percent Year-end
 Budget Budget as of of Revised Actual
2018-19 2018-19 31-Mar-19 Budget 2017-18
REVENUES
Room Rental 190,000$  190,000$  59,954$    * 32% -$           
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 190,000$  190,000$  59,954$    32% -$           
EXPENDITURES
Staff Salaries and Wages 57,180 41,420      72%
Student Wages 7,500 1,616        22%
Staff Benefits 19,441 14,632      75%
Supplies 1,500 205           14%
Printing and Mail 750 1,199        160%
Travel and Training 2,000 -            0%
Miscellaneous 100 -            0%
Overhead Pro Rata 22,800      22,800      -            * 0% -                 
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 22,800$    111,271$  59,071$    53% -$           
NET OPERATIONS 167,200$  78,729$    883$         1% -$           
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Nonmandatory Transfers to/from Other Funds (150,000)   (78,729)     -            * 0% -             
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) (150,000)$ (78,729)$   -$          0% -$           
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 17,200$    -$          883$         -- -$           
*See attached narrative.
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1. REPORT BY: Project Directors Debbie Tran and Leslie Lundberg 
 





There have been significant changes to the project since our last reporting March 2019. 
As previously reported, the UCPath Project Management Office (PMO) has delayed the 
implementation target for campuses designated for Deployment 2 group, including UC 
Hastings, from September 2019 to December 2019. Since then the project schedule has 
been changed again primarily due to the need to delay the implementation of UC Davis. 
There has been rearrangement of some campus go live dates and UC Hastings is now 
scheduled for a March 2020 go live. 
 
The UCPath PMO is still requiring that the original planned testing schedule and other 
tasks be completed by the Deployment 2 locations, including UC Hastings, within the 
original time frame.  This means that the “go live” date will effectuate system 
functionality activation only. 
 
Additional changes are being driven by the UCPath PMO:  redeployment of resources 
and reprioritization of key tasks. These changes may introduce additional complexity and 
potential increased risks. Locations are being required to complete some tasks originally 
contemplated being completed by the UCPath PMO. 
 
The delay in implementation to march 2020 adds cost to the project.  The Department of 
Finance has modified the 2019-20 budget at the College’s request.  The May Revise 
contains an allocation of $594,000 for this purpose. Further, the UCPath PMO has agreed 
to support two 0.5 FTE contract/consultant positions to support UC Hastings’ efforts. 
The current forecasted budget is being updated with these recent changes however we 
anticipate that with this additional funding and the support from UC Path we will remain 
within the allocated dedicated budget. 
 
Key Accomplishments  
• The System Operating Architecture (SOA) necessary to integrate with UCPath 
systems has successfully demonstrated functionality and integration. We were the 
first location within deployment 2 to be green. 
• On-site visit to UC Path operational center in Riverside to meet with leadership 
and review operations was conducted in March. Attendees from UC Hastings 
included fiscal, HR, PMO and staff from the Academic Dean’s office. 
• Testing plans and schedules are being developed and leads assigned. Training for 
testing has launched. 
• Initial data conversion received from UC Path shows successful job code 
conversion. 
• Approval Work Flows Engine (AWE) and security role mapping have been 
completed and submitted. 
• External contract resources to provide preparation and supplement functional 
testing have been hired. 
• A communication and change management consultant has been retained and will 
be developing an overall strategy and communication plan. 
 
Risks and Concerns 
• Entrance criteria “test” required by UCPath PMO which requires proof of 
successful automation of all external files still under development and may not 
meet the requirement. 
• Internal resource constraints due to multiple requirements on the same employee 
group during key project time blocks are now causing constraints and risk. Key 
areas are need for payroll knowledge, GL transition and HR functional testing. 
• Local processes are still under development and are behind schedule. 
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1. REPORT BY: Chief Financial Officer David Seward  
 
2.    SUBJECT:  333 Golden Gate Replacement Academic Building -    





Provided is a high-level summary on the status of implementation efforts for the Long 
Range Campus Plan. 
 
 
• Replacement Academic Building - 333 Golden Gate Avenue 
 
A project status report dated April 30, 2019 prepared for the Department of General 






• Academic Building Replacement Project, Project Number -140632, Monthly Report 
20 – April 2019 
• Floorplans 333 Golden Gate 
UC Hastings
College of the Law
Academic Building Replacement Project
Project Number - 140632
Monthly Report 19 – March 2019
April 01, 2019
The new academic building is approximately 57,500 gross square feet and includes classrooms,
offices, legal clinics, conference center, and indoor/outdoor student life spaces. The building will be
constructed on a 12,000 square foot rectangular parcel owned by UC Hastings in downtown San
Francisco. The project will also include site demolition, hazardous material abatement, utilities,
fencing, landscaping, security, CCTV, interior furnishings, low voltage, and building management
systems designed for LEED Platinum Certification. This building will replace academic functions and
faculty offices currently in Snodgrass Hall at 198 McAllister Street, provide a more cohesive campus,
and enable UC Hastings to create State‐of‐the‐Art classroom facilities that will serve UC Hastings for
decades.
Location: 333 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, CA 
Owner:  UC Hastings College of the Law
Project  Manager: Department of General Services
Real Estate Services Division
Project Management & Development Branch
Construction Manager:  AECOM
Master Architect: Ratcliff
Design-Build Contractor: Clark-SOM
Design-Build Contract Amount: $50,500,000
Notice to Proceed: August 25, 2017
Completion Date: December 12, 2019 (840 Calendar Days)
2
DESIGN-BUILD CONTRACT
Executed Change Orders Issued: 2
Total Schedule Impact Granted (Calendar Days): 0
CHANGES BY REASON # $ Value % *  .
Deficiency 0
Owner Requested Change (UCH) 1 $53,824.00       0.11%
Owner Requested Change (DGS) 0




TOTALS: 2   $593,140.54    1.18%
*Note:  Percent of Original Contract Amount.
EXECUTED CHANGE ORDERS
REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION
PROGRESS – MARCH 2019
 SFM comments on the Phase IV Design Package 
were approved by SFM/DSA.
 The installation of metal deck through Level 06 
was completed.
 Concrete placement at the below grade south wall 
was completed.    
 Concrete at slab on metal deck on Levels 02 to 05 
was completed.
 The installation of fire proofing was started.
 The installation of the fire sprinkler riser system 
was started.
 The installation of CMU at the PG&E Vault was 
started.
 The installation and testing of plumbing on the 
slab on grade was completed.
CHANGES BY REASON                # Est. Value* % **
Contractor Delay 0
RFP Deficiency 0
Owner Requested Change (UCH) 10 $85,856.62 12.25%
Owner Requested Change (DGS) 0
Unforeseen Condition 12 $413,873.78 59.05%
Suspension of Work 0
Value Engineering 0
Time Extension                                       1 $201,137.00 28.70%
Other                                                   0
TOTALS:                                          23 $700,867.40 100.00
* Note:  Proposals & Estimates in Progress.
** Note: Percent of Pending Changes.
PENDING CHANGES
 The framing and gyp-board for priority walls on 
Levels 02 to 04 will begin.
 The MEP rough-in at Levels 02 to 04 will begin.
 The installation of the exterior enclosure on Levels 
02 to 03 will begin. 
 The slab on grade at Level 01 will be completed.
 The below grade water cistern will be completed. 
 The concrete at slab on metal deck on Level 06, 
the penthouse roof, and bridge will be completed.
 The installation of fire proofing will be completed 
at all levels.
 The exterior performance mock-up will be 
completed.
 The installation of all communicating stairs (steel 
stringers and treads) will be completed. 
LOOK AHEAD – APRIL 2019
Contract  Amount: 
Contract  Duration 
(Days):
Contract  Completion 
Date:
ORIGINAL $50,500,000 840 12/12/19
AMENDED $51,093,140.54 0 12/12/19
Total Received: 39
Total Responded: 34
Avg. Days Response Time: 9.5
RFCs BY REASON # %
Deficiency 1 2.56%
Owner Requested Change (UCH) 20 51.28%
Owner Requested Change (DGS) 0
Hidden/Unforeseen Condition 0
Suspension of Work 0
Value Engineering 2 5.13%
Time Extension 0
Other Clarifications                            13 33.33%
Voided                                                       3 7.69%
TOTALS: 39 100%
3
• PG&E’s commitment to provide permanent power
for the project by early July 2019 is a growing risk.
This date is critical to ensure that power for building
systems start-up and commissioning is not delayed.
Their internal process of design review and
estimating continues with no permanent power
contract for UC Hasting. However, they have
provided a project PM number to the contractor for
inspection scheduling of the project electrical vault.
• The Phase IV Design Package has been resubmitted,
reviewed, and signed off by the SFM and DSA,
bringing completion to Milestone No. 6, SFM/DSA
100% CDs. This is key for the project as much of the
work included in the Phase IV package, the building
envelope and interiors is are being prepared for
installation.
POTENTIAL PROJECT  IMPACTSSCHEDULE MILESTONES 
SCHEDULE ANALYSIS
• Four (4) days of Weather Float were requested for
the Contractor during the month of March 2019.
Rain has slowed the structural steel and deck
welding, a key activity on the critical path of the
Contractor’s project schedule.
• A revised time extension request was submitted by
the Contractor to add 24-working days to the project
schedule. The State has conducted its own TIA of the
time extension and has requested that the
Contractor make revisions to its TIA, and resubmit
for further review. Additionally, the Contractor has
submitted a $201,137 extended overhead cost with
their latest TIA submission.
(Based on the Final Baseline Schedule 01 32 00 - 006)
1. Notice To Proceed (No. 1) August 25, 2017 (C, A)
2. Start CDs August 25, 2017 (A)
3. Groundbreaking October 20, 2017(A)
4. Partnering November 1, 2017 (A)
5. Submit 35% CDs to DGS November 7, 2017 (A)
6. Complete 35% CDs  (No. 2) December 8, 2017 (C, A)
7. Submit 50% CDs to DGS February 19, 2018 (A)
8. Start Design: State Field Office February 21, 2018 (A)
9. Start Demolition: Garden February 27, 2018 (A)
10. Complete 50% CDs  (No. 3) March 20, 2018 (C, A)
11. Start Construction  (No. 7) March 27, 2018 (A)
12. Fully Mobilized April 24  2018 (A)
13. Complete 95% CDs  (No. 4) May 21, 2018 (C, A)
14. Complete 100% CDs  (No. 5) October 12, 2018 (A)
15. Partnering October 24, 2018 (A)
16. SFM/DSA 100% CDs  (No. 6) March 29, 2019 (A)
17. Complete Construction (No. 8) November 11, 2019 (C)
18. Start FF&E Installation (No. 9) November 12, 2019 (C)
19. Completion of Work (No. 10) December 12, 2019 (C)
Projected:  (P)     Contract: (C)    Actual:  (A)       
* Under Review               
TARGET vs  ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
4
PROGRESS PHOTOS – MARCH 2019
1
3 4
03-01-19 – Reinforcing Steel at SOMD Level-02 03-01-19 – Reinforcing Steel at South Wall
03-04-19 – Reinforcing Steel at Below Grade South Wall 03-07-19 – Welding at Tier 03, Level-05
03-13-19 – Placing Concrete at South Wall03-12-19 – Forming Below Grade South Wall
5
PROGRESS PHOTOS – MARCH 2019
1
3 4
03-14-19 – SOMD Concrete Placement Level-02 03-15-19 – SOMD Concrete Placement Level-03
03-28-19 – SOMD Concrete Placement Level-05 03-29-18 –Dry Fire Riser Inlet at Golden Gate Ave.
03-29-19 – Stair Installation Level-03 to Level-0403-29-19 – Fire Proofing at Level-02
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1.         REPORT BY:   David Seward, Chief Financial Officer  
 
2.         SUBJECT:         Review of College Checks & Electronic Transfers over $50,000 
 
3.         REPORT: 
 
 
Listed below are checks & electronic transfers issued by the College for the period of February 2, 2019 through 





Transfers No. Vendor Amount Description 
2/05/19 E0052019 CascadiaNow! $       95,289.59 
Closeout payment for consultant upon 
completion of grant project  
2/05/19 E0052017 
Regents University 
California $     427,699.28  
Employer/employee contributions to 
UC Retirement Plan for PPE 1/31/19 MO ER -EE 
2/07/19 0271968 PG&E $       83,816.47       Utilities payment for January 2019 
2/07/19 E0052024 
Regents University 
California $     358,542.70 
Employer/employee contributions to 
UC Health & Welfare for PPE 1/31/19 
2/11/19 E0052032 Corp State Street  $    56,796.56  
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Post-Employment Benefits for PPE 
1/31/2019 
2/11/19 E0052066 UCSF Police Department $    624,124.25 
Payment for second quarter security and campus 
police services 10/01/2018 - 12/31/2019 
2/12/19 0271980 
ABM Engineering 
Services $    128,638.40 January 2019 Engineering services for campus  
2/12/19 0272013 Western Roofing Service $       69,466.00 Roof repairs 198 McAllister November 30, 2018 
2/15/19 0272022 George S. Hall, Inc. $       56,950.00 
New contractor providing campus engineering 
services – January 2019 
2/27/19 E0052220 
Regents University 
California  $   577,842.00  UCH Ship payment for Spring Semester 2019 
2/27/19 E0052221 
Regents University 
California  $   577,842.00    
Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE  
2/28/19 9005175 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.  $   160,985.38 
Recording of procurement card 
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the 
month of January 2019 
3/01/19 E0052257 
Regents University 
California $    429,017.37 
Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 02/28/19 
3/06/19 0272247 
Roebuck Construction, 
Inc.  $    464,997.57  








Transfers No. Vendor Amount Description 
3/08/19 E0052310 MKTHINK  $   123,130.84  
Architecture and Programing  
for 1st &  6th  floor tenant improvements LRCP 
200 McAllister  
3/08/19 E0052316 
Regents University 
California $     351,956.74 
Employer/employee contributions to 
UC Health & Welfare for PPE 2/28/19 
3/22/19 E0052368 Corp State Street $      57,825.14 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Post-Employment Benefits for PPE 
2/28/2019 
3/26/19 ACH1960 Internal Revenue Service  $   541,819.30  
Payment for federal income taxes, 
 social security and Medicare taxes 
(employee and employer share) PPE 2/28/19 
3/26/19 ACH1961 
State of CA Franchise 
Tax Board  $      95,871.90  
State withholding employee income tax 
payment for PPE 02/28/19 MO EE 
3/29/19 E0052478 UCSF Police Department $     78,021.78 
Payment for first and second quarter security and 
campus police services 7/01/2018 - 12/31/2018 
4/03/19 0272241 
Kaufman Hall 
Associates, LLC $  139,000.00 




Inc.  $    272,538.50 




California $   427,074.98 
Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 03/31/19 
4/08/19 0272290 
Township Building 
Services, Inc. $    265,629.44 
Campus janitorial services through March 2019 
 
4/11/19 E0052529 Corp State Street $      58,265.49 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Post-Employment Benefits for PPE 
3/31/2019 
4/12/19 0272307 George S. Hall, Inc. $       56,950.00 
New contractor providing campus engineering 
services –March 2019 
4/16/19 E0052650 
Regents University 
California $    304,391.17 
Employer/employee contributions to 
UC Health & Welfare for PPE 3/31/19 
4/23/19 0272403 
Roebuck Construction, 
Inc.  $    174,678.18 
State deferred maintenance projects 
200 McAllister and partial retention payment. 
4/27/19 9005206 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.  $   445,422.53 
Recording of procurement card 
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the 




IRC 415-M Annual assessment for 
retirement benefit limitation  
 
 
Agenda Item: 9.1 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  Chancellor & Dean David Faigman 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Chancellor & Dean’s Annual Report 
 
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 











Agenda Item: 9.2 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  Chancellor & Dean David Faigman 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Report and Discussion on Strategic Planning 
 
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 











Agenda Item: 9.3 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  Chancellor & Dean David Faigman 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Other Information Items: Academic Programs, Student 
     Services, External Relations and Personnel  
 
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 











Agenda Item: 10 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  John K. DiPaolo 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Report of the General Counsel    
   
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral and Written 
 
  
  10.1 Report on Office Structure and Planning    (Oral)  
  10.2  Report on Board/Faculty Retreat, September 13, 2019  (Oral) 
  *10.3 Resolutions to recognize and grant Emeritus Status    
    
   *10.3.1 Tina Combs       (Written) 
   *10.3.2 Donald Bradley     (Written) 
   
  *10.4  Election of Officers 
    
   *10.4.1 Chair       (Oral) 
   *10.4.2 Vice Chair      (Oral) 
 











Agenda Item: 10.1 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  General Counsel John DiPaolo 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Report on Office Structure and Planning   
     
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 











Agenda Item: 10.2 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  General Counsel John DiPaolo 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Report on Board/Faculty Retreat, September 13, 2019 
       
 
3.  REPORT:   Oral 











Action Item: *10.3 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  General Counsel John DiPaolo 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Resolutions to recognize and grant Emeritus Status  
     
 
3.  REPORT:    
 
  
 *10.3.1 Tina Combs       (Written) 
 *10.3.2 Donald Bradley      (Written) 












A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF  
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 CONFERRING THE STATUS OF DIRECTOR EMERITA UPON  
CHAIR OF THE BOARD TINA COMBS  
 
RESOLUTION NO. 2019-__ 
 
WHEREAS, this Resolution is adopted in special recognition of the distinguished 
service of Tina Combs to the University of California Hastings College of the Law (UC 
Hastings); and,  
 
WHEREAS, Tina Combs is an alumna of UC Hastings, earning her Juris Doctor from 
UC Hastings in 1988; and, 
 
WHEREAS, Tina Combs was appointed to the UC Hastings Board of Directors by 
California State Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2007 for a twelve-year term; and,  
 
WHEREAS, Tina Combs served as a Director from 2007 to 2019; and, 
WHEREAS, Tina Combs during her term made outstanding contributions that have 
supported the aims and functions of UC Hastings, including serving as Chair of the Board 
of Directors; Chair of the Audit Committee; and a member of the Educational Policy 
Committee, Finance Committee, and Audit Committee;  
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that in honor of her long service and 
contributions to UC Hastings, the Board of Directors of UC Hastings hereby conveys its 
deepest respect and appreciation to Director Tina Combs and, with best wishes, hereby 
confers upon her the title of DIRECTOR EMERITA. 
  






______________________   
Chip Robertson, Vice Chair 
Board of Directors 
Attest:  _____________________  




A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF  
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
CONFERRING THE STATUS OF DIRECTOR EMERITUS UPON  
DIRECTOR DONALD BRADLEY 
 
RESOLUTION NO. 2019-__ 
 
WHEREAS, this Resolution is adopted in special recognition of the distinguished 
service of Donald Bradley to the University of California Hastings College of the Law 
(UC Hastings); and,  
 
WHEREAS, Donald Bradley is an alumnus of UC Hastings, earning his Juris Doctor 
from UC Hastings in 1968; and, 
 
WHEREAS, Donald Bradley was appointed to the UC Hastings Board of Directors by 
California State Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2007 for a twelve-year term; and,  
 
WHEREAS, Donald Bradley served as a Director from 2007 to 2019; and, 
 
WHEREAS, Donald Bradley during his term made outstanding contributions that have 
supported the aims and functions of UC Hastings, including serving as Chair and Vice 
Chair of the Board, Chair and Member of the Finance Committee, and Chair and Member 
of the Subcommittee on Audit;  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that in honor of his long service and 
contributions to UC Hastings, the Board of Directors of UC Hastings hereby conveys its 
deepest respect and appreciation to Director Donald Bradley and, with best wishes, 










______________________   
Chip Robertson, Vice Chair 
Board of Directors 
Attest:  _____________________  
            John K. DiPaolo, Secretary 
 
 
Action Item: *10.4 
     Board of Directors - Open 








1. REPORT BY:  General Counsel John DiPaolo 
    
   
2.  SUBJECT:   Election of Officers 
      
 
3.  REPORT:    
 
  
 *10.4.1 Chair       (Oral) 
 *10.4.2 Vice Chair      (Oral) 











Agenda Item: 11 
     Board of Directors - Open 




DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, provide a 
reference to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place items on 












Agenda Item: 12 
     Board of Directors - Open 




THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION  
The Board will adjourn to the Closed Session to consider the items listed on the Closed Session 
Agenda. At the conclusion of the Closed Session, the Board will reconvene the Open Meeting 
prior to adjourning the meeting, to report on any actions taken in Closed Session for which a 












Agenda Item: *13 
Board of Directors - Open 











The meeting was adjourned at ____:_____a.m./p.m. 
 
 
 
  
  
